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ALL DATA SUBJECT TO CHANGE BY PROGRAM DIRECTOR.

Helcare to the Nova University Graduate Program in Public Adninistration
(GPPA). In several respects this Program is significantly different fran other
acadanic programs in which you have participated.
One of the distinctive features of the !'lova Program is that the Program is
not bound to a precise calendar schedule. A cluster may start in any area at
any time, provided sufficient participants are enrolled. Sane of you have
enrolled in a cluster that may not be scheduled to begin for several m:mths.
An orientation meeting will be scheduled when twenty or more particinants are
enrolled (with the expectation that additional participants will enroll by the
time the first re?;Ular r.1eeting is held). The first cluster session will begin
approximately four to six weeks later (~.men at least 25 participants have
enrolled) . You "ill find it helpful to read this Introduction at your earliest
opportunity, and you will find it advantageous to begin preparation for the
Program as soon as possible.

Those who have been provisi6nally approved may proceed in the Progr=.
Consideration of your application is the responsibility of the Admissions
Committee, and the formal notification that the participant has been accepted
is sent from the Registrar's nffice.
Certain documents are required: (a) the aprli~>tion form; (b) the essay,
a typed statement concerning your career objectives and related matters; (c) three
letters of recommendation, Cd) official transcripts of your academic record;
and Ce) a check in t he amount of $200. The Admissions rLlTTlTlittee will not
reach any decision without Ca) , (b), and Ce). A prOVisional decision r,ay be
made while ';Jaiting for all three letters of recarrnendation without waiting
to receive the transcripts, since the aSSUTlDtion is ~de that you have
given correct infonmtion about your academic record . However, the final
admission requires a full set of documents; it is your responsibility to see
that the Registrar's Office receives. tbern . Upon receipt of all documentation,
autanatically your status Hill be changed from tentative approval to final
approval. The Registrar's Office \ull contact you if all the document s have
not arrived within a reasonable time.
II .

TIJITIf1'l

The total tuition for the full GPPA Program as of July I, 1976, is
$5.800 for the accelf'rated three-year Program leading to a DPA, which includes
nine sequences, Analysis and Decision Making I and II, and two !'lational
Horkshops and extends approximately 28 m:mths. (For those who do not
nroceed beyond the MFA requirements, the tuition is $4,200 for the accelerated
bMJ-year Program, which includes six sequences, Analysis and Decision 11akinp;
I, and one "lational Horkshop and extends approximately 19-20 months . )
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There are two payment options available:
Option I

~

Multiple

P~ent

Plan

Upon appl ication . . ............. .. .... . . .. . .... ......... .... .. .. .. .. . $
Before first regular cluster meeting (Sequence 1. Unit 1) . ... ... . ...
Before 15th day of 4th calendar month following......... ........ ....
Before 15th day of 8th calendar month following............ . .. . .....
Before 15th day of 12th calendar 1II0nth following. . . ..... ... .. ...... .
Before 15th day of 16th month following (the last
payment for those not proceeding to the DPA).... . .......... . .... .
Before 15th day of 20th calendar month following....................
Before 15th day of 24th calenda,· month following.... .. .. . . . . . . . . ... .

200.
800.
800.
800.
800.
800.
800.
800.

Tota 1 . ............ . ....... ... .... ..... $5,800.
Opt
ion -[[ ----- Two-Pay",ent
- -_.
_ ._-- _. -- -- Plan
- .Those who pay a total of $2.800. (including 5200. application fee)
prior to llnit 1.1 and 52.BOO. prior to Unit 5.1 are re ceiving a 5100.
discount for each early payment. The full tuition for those using this
ortion will he 55.600. (or a tOLal discount of 5200 . from the full tuition).
For chose who are not pro~eeding beyond the r1PA requirements. the
amount due prior to lInit S.I wi II be SI.200. for' a total tuition of 54.0nO .
(a total discount of 5cOD. fronl the full tuition).
[f
"'eetin~.

half paymen·t (52.HOO . ) is not received before the first cluster
Option [ \"Jill h,· in effect.

The tuiticn structure is subject to change. However, such channes ar~
applicable only to those who enroll after the date of chanqe. Those who are
enrolled in the Program are guaranteed the tuition will remain unchanged
throughout the duration of the Program. Those who require more than 24 months
to complete the re~uirenlents for the MPA Program, or more than 36 months for
th e DPA Prooram, may continue to work for their degrees by a [layment of 5S00.
per year (or partial year) of additional enrollment.
Enrollment subseque,'t to Unit 1.1 will be considered only in exceptional
cases (approval by the Nationa l Director). In those cases the initial fee of
5200. plus all tuition due according to the cluster schedule will be payable
with the application.

If a cluster does not form within nine months of application, ~200. is
refundable. upon request. If a candidate withdraws in writing before the
Orlentation n,eeting. 5175. is refundable. Note: This policy is in effect
"'_E!.:La_rdl~_s_s of date of application.
If a participant makes a tuition payment,

-3is unable to attend course conferences, and withdraws from the Program, tuition
for those course conferences not attended will be refunded upon return of
course materials and written request to the Comptroller ' s Office.
BILLING
Thi s f ee schedule constitutes notification of payment due dates. Payments
are no t co nt i ngent upon additional notification. Participants who do not s ubmi t
payment du e by the appropriate date will receive a notice from the Comptroller 's
Offi ce that payment must be submitted within thirty (30) days or the parti c ipant
wlll be dr opped from~ Program , and his account may be turned over to a
co llect io n ag ency . In order to re-enroll in the Program a $100 . reinsta t ement
f ee wi l l be payable pri or to resuming program activities . Reinstatement r equires
a part i cipa nt' s ac co unt be converted to the fee schedule currentl y in effec t .
All payme nts must be consummated according to this schedule. No exce ptions
will be made f or delayed loan or V.A. applications. The Registrar' s Offi ce wil l
assist you in filin g l oan /V .A. forms ; however, tuiti on payments are no t con t ingent
upon when yo u re ceive yo ur money.
A Sl OO. cluster transfer fee will be assessed active participants wh o wish
to change clus ters. (Thi s do es not apply to those requesting tran sfer s prio r to
a t tend i ng co ur se conferences .) All fees must be paid to date prior to a t ransfer
bein g effec ted.
Un i t/s~ en c e ma ke - up f ees will be charged tho se who repeat course co nferences-(1100./u ni t. $300/s equence ) , after two free ma ke - up se ssions. This
fee is app l ied regardless of the rea son for the mak e- up.

All i nquiries r egardi ng yo ur ac co unt s houl d be addressed t o the Student
ilccount Represent a t 'ive in t he Comptroller' s Offi ce. Tuit io n pol icy may nnt
be al t ered/waived by Program Dire c tor, cluster dir ectors . or any officer of
the Uni vers i ty adm i nist r at i on. All requests f or same shoul d be dire c ted to
the Un i versi ty's Board of Appeal.
Fi nanc ial Aid
Financ ial aid op ti ons include Federally Insured Loans , V. A. Benefits and
Tui tio n Pl an (a pri vate lending institution). Informati on i s av a ilable t hr ough
the Re gistr ar' s Office .
In add ition, we have l i mi ted grants available for individual s in specific
areas of employment.
Clu s ter Supplies and Travel
Mos t required boo ks , articles, and curriculum statements are pro vided f r ee
of cha r ge. but you have to meet the cost of travel, accommodations, and mea ls
for t he wee kend se ss ion s and the National Workshops in Fort Lauderdale.
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PRELIMINARY PREPARATION

The Program not only presupposes a general understanding of public
administration but also an academic background which includes at least
introdu ctory university courses in the social sciences. mathmatics. En~l~sh,
and statistics. or equivalent competency in each area. Moreover, partl clp~nts
will wish to refresh and/or improve their competency in the several speclflc
areas prior to the beginning of the Program.
Participants are advised to (re)-read a basic statisti~s te xt in order to
be familiar with basic statistical concepts and procedures. l
Participants who have had a limited educational background in government
are advised to purchase, read and study not only a recent textbook on American
national government but al so one on s tate and local government. 2
Some will wish to read/consult regarding the preparation of papers. 3
The Program will require extensive reading. Those who have developed the
art of rapid and/or speed reading and/or sk imming will be able to employ these
skills to advantage.
IV.

ACADEMIC WORK

This is a strenuous Program since the participants, without interru pt ing their
professional ca reer responsibilities, are intending t o complete their doctoral
requirements within three years. This will involve not only a significant
amoun t of reading but also a great deal of reflective thinking. The requirements
incl ude the preparation of mpnth ly commentaries (see later section), problem cases,
and job-related analytical reports (JARs). The GPPA Program is designed to
provide a thorough professional education which includes familiarity with the major
literature in the field and an understanding of the nature and role of public
administrati on in A~erican life. The curriculum and course procedures are
designed to this end so that the degree will have firm academic standing. In
the final analysis, however, it is the quality and scope of the participants'
contributions which is a major "input" in the edu ca tional process and correlates
positively with the educational benefit he receives. The plan of study has
been designed to encourage each participant to make a maximum contribution.

Parket, Robert, Statistics for Business Decision-Making, Random House, 1974,
is one example of such a book.
2 Adrian, Charles, State and Local Governments, McGraw Hill, 1972.
3 White, D.B., Elements of Style.

-5Sequences
The core GPPA Program is divided into nine sequences . Those who intend
to termi nate with the MPA are required to undertake only the first six sequences
and Analysis and Decision-Making I including one Workshop. DPA participants are
requ i red to undertake three additional sequences supplemented by additional
Pr ogram requirements (Analysis and Decision-Making II including two Workshops).
Each sequence is scheduled for approximately a three~month period and is
comprised of three units and three monthly course conferences. As far as the
calendar allows, the conferences in anyone sequence will be in consecutive
months; however, there may be longer intervals between sequences because of major
holidays or other circumstances which affect course conference schedules.
Course Conferences
For the course conferences, the cluster will be divided into two or
more groups for most of the time . While one group meets in seminar with the
national preceptor, the other group meets with the cluster director to discuss the unit topic and/or Program concerns such as case problems and JobRelated Analytical Reports (JARs).
Study Teams (Sub-Cluster Groups)
Participants will form study teams which meet several hours (two or
more times) during the month. not only to review the reading and consider
and major issues, but also to criticize case problems and JARs. These have
proven to be an invaluable part of the educational Program.
Individual Study
The scheme of work stresses the need for intense prior preparation
through individual study based on the curriculum statements (an introductory statement prepared by a recognized authority in the subject field),
assigned reading and supplemental reading selected by the participants.
Preparation time will depend on one's background, ability to read rapidly
and selectively. and understanding of what one has read.
Nova provides participants with the basic reading materials. Before
the end of each cluster conference, participants will receive the reading
material for next month's conference. (For some sequences the material
for the entire sequence may be supplied at one time). This consists of a
curriculum statement, prescribed reading materials, and suggestions for
further reading. Nova reserves the right to change required reading lists
at any time. Revisions may occur since 'efforts are made to obtain the best
and most current selections possible or due to delivery schedules and
current stock of pub1ishe~s . In addition, participants are "expected to
read books and articles related to their specific interest and particular
fle~d: Participants are encouraged to join the American Society for Public
Admlnlstration (ASPA), which carries with it a subscription to its journal,
PubllC Administration Review. Participants with specific interests will al so
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wish to follow developments in their own fields. For example. urban administrators who do not already belong to the International City Man~gement.
Association (ICMA) will find it advantageous to belong and subscrlbe to lts
publications.

v.

INTEGRATED PLAN OF STUDY

The purpose of the Nova Program is to develop the ma nag'ement competence
of those in public service leadership posts . The Master of Public Administration (MPA) part of the Nova Program is designed for those primarily concerned with the general operation and development of governmental programs
and administrative systems. The Doctor of Public Administration (OPA) part
of the Nova Program is designed to provide. in addition, an opportunity for
candidates to develop increased capacity for applied research, the use of
analytical techniques in creating and redesigning programs and delivery
systems, the direction of organized research. and the investigation of public
policy problems and administrative systems.
The Program as a whole assists the participants to enhance their
capacity for leadership in the management of governmental affairs by
developing an understanding of new as well as established insights into the
nature and processes of public administration and the capacity to apply
these concepts effectively in working situations. The Program emphasizes a
multi-disciplinary approach which covers areas of interest rather than individual courses in distinct disciplines . The Program selects and synthesizes
available information and concepts of public administration into a coherent
curriculum which, when mastered, aids the general administrator to meet his
problems competently and to reach sound decisions. Its integrated components have a cumulative impact. It represents a basic core of knowledge and
skills \oJhich are particularly useful for publ ic management officials.
Emphasis is placed on problem-solving and decision-making through the
consideration of actual problems and the application of new and effective
concepts. The intent is to emphasize "who," "why," and "what" as well as
"how," because publ ic administration involves environment, institutions and
objectives as well as reSJurces and techniques. The Program of study attempts to increase the effectiveness of the generalist who must integrate
a variety of specializations in the development and implementation of the
overall policies of government . It is sufficiently flexible, however, to
enable individual participants to emphasize specif i c problems with which
they are involved.
The curriculum is organized to focus on major management leadership
roles of the public administrator. Each role is the concern of one of the
curriculum sequences, each of which has three units. Each unit involves
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one month of study. The first six sequences are required for the MPA ; all
nine ar e required for the OPA.

5 The National Association of Schools and Public Affairs and Administration
publication. Guidelines and Standards for Professional Masters De ree
Programs in Pub 1C ffa1rs Pu ic dm1n1strat10n. 1ssued 1n 974. states
tha t :
"Educational programs in public affairs/public administration should
be designed to provide graduates with professional competencies for careers
in public management . A public manager's professional competence rests upon
four basic elements: (1) knowledge. (2) skills. (3) values. and (4) behavior .
The content of each of these elements should be consciously integrated into
professional degree programs if potentially qualified managerial personnel
are to be produced for the public service. To provide educational institutions with common standards for program evaluation and development the
constituents of an academic/training program are set forth in the following
matrix . The subject matter of the matrix should constitute the core of any
professional degree in public affairs/public administration including program specializations (e . g . • urban affairs. health administration. criminal
jU3tice. international administration. etc.) which emphasize managerial
training for public service . The matrix encompasses qualifications desirable for all public managers irrespective of the level of government or
t he functional area of administration. It may also be applied to the public
administration systems of other nations where democratic institution s and
va 1ues preva i1 . "
While the Nova Program was prepared prior to the development of the Guidelines. there is an evident parallel between the matrix presented by the
report and the Program developed by Nova as a comparison of the outlines
indicated:
Nova

NASPAA MPA Guidelines

Political Partner
Policy Formulator
Information User

Political. Social & Economic Conte xt
Policy Analysis
Analytical Tools: Quantitative and
Non-Quantitati ve
Individual/Group/ Organizational Dyna mi cs
Administrative/Management Proces ses

Organizational Coordinator
Resource Mobilizer
Pro~ram Mover

Research and Development Directing (DPA only)
Systems Changing (DPA only)
The Integrative Leader/Independent Study (DPA only)
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Political Partner

The purpose of this sequence is to consider the pluralist nature of the.
political environment in which the administrato~ functions as a 1eadi~g partlcipant in the process of developing and conductlng programs to deal wlth
recognized public problems. The sequence provides a basis for understanding
the widely held ideas, interests, and institutions, which are involved in the
various aspects of the complex process of determining broad policy, making
specific decisions, and taking action.
Unit 1.1:

American Political Values, Images and Moods Affecting
Administration

This Unit looks at the assumptions regarding human nature and institutional
organization on which the American political process has been developed. The
legacy of tradition affects the way in which government is viewed; its effects
on present organization, operation and popular support. Early writers, such as
Aristotle and St. Augustine, and European thinkers such as Locke and Montesquieu
who contributed significantly to the American political philosophy by influencing
American statesmen in the formative periods of the Nation. The ideas and
policies of the "founding fathers," which were modified by Jackson and the
"spoilsmen. " The "muckrakers" and the critics of the past decade who further
added to American ideas and images of government. The residual folklore
regarding governmental institutions and their inter-re1ations--and the way in
which the popular conceptions and misconceptions affect the nature of governmental
effectiveness . The conflict of values and rising expectations with regard to
public services and the continuing distrust of men in government which exacerbate
the pervasive system of checks and balances.
Unit 1.2:

Interests, Institutions and Operational Network

The work of this unit focuses on the primary units of policy-making in
American society, or the communications network linking them on the genera l
terms in which relations among the units have been formulated, and on the
way in which organized interests and activist forces affect the decisions and
actions of responsible administrators. The complex patchwork of national ,
state and local institutions wh i ch comprise the American system is reviewed
i n the context of the plurality of interests which affect the working of the
system.
Unit 1.3:

Power and Leadership in Public Management Environment

The purpose of this unit is to consider the dynamics of management leadership
in the contextof the elements in the socio-poli t ical environment in which
administrators operate : the basic ideas and ideals of the constitutional system,
the popular images and attitudes, the active and diverse interests, and the
complex patchwork of governmental structure. The cumulative inter-action and
e~fort of the factors shape the power structure not only of national, state and
C1ty governance but also influence intra-agency configurations of leadership
and power. The result is a system which may be described as "functional feudalism ";
many of the problems facing American administrati on (e.g. the metropolitan
problems, neighborhood participation) are symptoms of this condition. The intent
1S to cons1der what these factor s mean for the administrator who would be
effective in fulfilling his responsibilities. An understanding of the administrat1ve context, and the way policies, programs, and priorities are determined
1S essential in developing the administrator's knowledge, judgement and skills
to make a proper input to policies, and to see that the laws are "faithfully
executed: " The course conference will focus on the impact of this pluralist
env1ronment on administrators, the pattern of leadership in communities and
agenC1es, and the effect of personal behavior on group and agency efforts.
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Policy Formula t or (and Policy Imperatives)

Certain public problems so dominate public policy tha t the public
administrator, to be fully effective, must have more than a superficial understanding of them. In three of these broad problem areas need for effective
action is imperative: (1) maintaining social order and justice (taken for
granted until it begins to break down), and defending the nation's security
on the world scene; (2) maintaining a prosperous economy and liveable environment, protected so far as possible against the side effects of industrialism
and demographic congestion ; and (3) sustaining social progress in education,
health, civil rights (in their greatly enlarged meaning) and reduction of
poverty . Administrative action in pursuance of these goals is difficult, in
part because programs to attain the several goals interact upon each other .
These problem areas, and the governmental · efforts to deal with them, are
taken up.
Unit 2.1:

Protective Functions

The manifold problems and issues involved in maintaining a just and
peaceful social order (e.g., police, courts, corrections, disaster relief,
and code enforcement). The national security function, with its overriding
imperative, must be considered, although. primary attention is given to
domestic issues.
Unit 2.2 :

Environmental and Economic Development Functions

The problems and issues involved in maintain i ng a healthy "fu11employment" eco nomy, conserving energy and ot her natural resources, making
rat i onal use of land (with due consider ation for the future), and insuring socially ef ficient communication and transportation systems, while controlling air and water pollution . The economic and ecological issues (and
goals) are considered in the context of increasing population and dimin i shi ng world stocks of natural resources.
Unit 2.3 :

Social and Humane Functions

The basic issues and problems of the changing and interacting education, health, hou s ing , welfare, and civil rights programs in the context of
more ambitious efforts to solve not-fully-understood problems by new
methods (some of them untested) which will be more effective. The problem
of determining priorities and securing mutually reinforcing effects among
i nteractin g but competing programs .
Seq uence 3:

Informati on Us er

. This sequence i s intended to provide the administrator with an under sta ndl ng of the neces sary Skill s in analysis research and evalua t ion to whic h he
~~s t have access in hi s roles as program manager, decision-maker, program deloper, defender of budgets and other requests for resources and authority , and
as spo kes man for the effecti veness of his organization and the consequences of
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a reporting system (or an information system) to meet their specific needs. In
the process of design there may be useful interactions among those with particular technical skills (forms designers. sampling experts. computer programmers)
and those who need particular kinds of information about the program and the
organization. While the actual operations proceed from data gathering to
analysis and to the interpretation of results in terms of the organization. the
conceptual design of the information system must take place in the reverse
order . (The sequence exercises are in addition to the commentary assignments.)
Unit 3.1:

Management Information Systems

The primary purpose of this component is to consider the actual
design of a quantitative information system to be used by management. The
practical exercise begins with the statement of the objectives and Goals
of the organization (possibly with the student's modifications. if he regards the official version inadequate or too vague) . It then proceeds to
a series of questions: what to watch or measure in order to maintain managerial surveillance over the operations of the organization and the
progress of the program? What problems exist or are anticipated. and how
can management assure that it is informed on their status? What particular
factors and relationships will the information system observe and report
to the administrator? To this end the participants are offered four prototype problems as practical exercises. These relate to goal setting. costeffectiveness. measurement of outcomes and production functions .
Unit 3.2:

Measurement of Program Outputs

This unit will briefly review some of the more useful technioues for
analyzing data: various forms of tabular analysis and trend analysis
(often with more than one variable and with time lags); correlations.
regreSS ion analysis and other associative techniques; "explaining" the
portion of total variations observed in the data which might be associated
with various factors. through variance analysis and related techniques;
estimating procedures for deriving "population" estimates from samples
data. Some indicatio n is given of the assistance available by computers
for conducting the above kinds of studies. The student exercises (in
3.1 above) will now be used in the attempt to adapt analytical techniques
to the needs of the "model." specifically for the identification, definitlon, and measurement of the "direct" or "imnediate" outputs of the
Program. Suitable analysis plans will be devised. How well do they meet
the needs of the administrator? What reservations and cautions should be
used with estimates. comparisons. and conclusions?
Unit 3.3:

Measurement of Program Consequences

This unit will review the problems of collecting data in conformance
with a specific scheme: legal restrictions. response rates (unless the

-11data comes from administrative papers and is automatically produced as
statistical sources), design of instruments (application forms, survey
questionnaires, etc.), and sample design. What can be done with samples?
What advantages are there to randomization and replication? The student
exercise deals with the conceptualization and measurement of indirect
outputs and consequences of the program(s) that also served as the basis
for the earlier two exercises.
Sequence 4:

Organizational Coordinator

The administrator functions within the context of a bureaucratic
hierarchy. in which he relates not only to those within. but also to those
outside the administration. The scope and nature of the federal. state and
local administrative bureaucracy which develops. as well as carries out.
programs will be examined. Theories of organization, including the nature of
a bureaucracy. inter-agency relationships. agency structure and internal
division of responsibility will be investigated. Basic principles and problems
affecting bureaucratic behavior. performance and change will be analyzed.
Unit 4.1:

Organization and Management Principles

The more recent as well as traditional concepts of organization and
management. such as aline and staff and span of control. The administrative bureaucracy as a collection of individuals and units which may be
organized and managed in a varrety of ways depending upon a number of
criteria. Differences among large. medium-sized. and small-scale organizations.
Unit 4.2:

Group Dvnamics and Interpersonal Relations

Social concepts which directly assist the administrator's effective
'use of his most important resource--peop1e; the human factors and research
relevant to problem solving by groups and the implementation of change;
the impact of styles of communicati on. individual differences, leadership
roles, etc .• on the constructive decision-making capabilities of small
groups; specific Skills and techniques which are important for the administrator when he is interacting with others .
Unit 4.3:

Administrative Responsibility and Ethics

The nature of the conflicting demands upon the administrator. His
personal responsibility for actions as well as his obligations to hierarchical superiors. peers and subordinates • . His need to be conscious not only
of the directives of immediate superiors. but also of the general policy
mandates on which the directives are supposedly based .. His own vision of
the ldeal society and his regard for the visions of others; his duty both
to present his own views and also to adjust to those of others. Various
admlnlstrative theories examined in this regard with particular attention

-12being given to the fundamenul implications of such concepts as "citizen
and low-level administrator participation in decision-making." "collegial"
or "team" concepts of management. "temporary, "project. ". or "task force"
approaches to public problems, the interrelation between administrative
and political theory and the impact of such problems as the energy crisis
upon normal patterns of public management. The responsibility of administrators to examine and develop their own moral. political and administrative standards for administrative action.
H·

Sequence 5:

Resource Mobilizer

The purpose of this sequence is to provide a review of the resources
av ailable to, and the constraints upon. the administrator in formulating policy
as well as in implementing programs. Structure and public support have already
been considered. In this sequence it is pertinent to examine law, finance
and personnel as resources of management.
Unit 5. 1:

Authority. Power and Administrative Law

The legal framework of administration; basic. controlling concepts of
fair procedure and due process; statutory standards and restraints upon
the administrator; traditional and new forms of judicial action to require
or control administrative action; standards for the exercise of administrative discretion; and trends toward the judici alization of the administrative
process.
Unit 5.2:

Funding and Finance Administration

The sources of revenue of public agencies including direct sources
and inter-agency transfers; methods of taxati on and assessment; short term
and long term loan policies; grants and other f orms of fund redistribution.
Some attention will be given also to economic theories which have strongly
influenced tax policies in recent decades.
Unit 5.3:

Staffing and Personnel Management

Current trends in personnel management. including recruitment.
selection, training. evaluation, and motivation; significant differences
of small and large organizations. and of nati onal. state. local and paragovernmental organizations; policies and procedures in employee-management
bargaining, and affirmative action programs.
Sequence 6:

Program Mover

The role of the administrator and the means used to accomplish effect i vely the objectives of management will be considered. Management functions
and opportunities and the approach and operational methods of different types
of executives will also be considered. The problems of the executive in the
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development and utilization of the organization and its resources in ach~ev-.
ing program objectives. the exercise of leadership. decisio~-making. mot1~at10n
and the handling of conflict are reviewed through case stud1es. role-plaY'/ng
and other techniques. The comparative roles of federal. state and local
executives will be analyzed.
Unit 6.1:

Planning and Program Development

The way in which plans. policies and programs are conceptualized.
initiated and institutionalized; the various factors and groups involved
in program development; the translation of objectives into program elements;
the establishment of organization and administrative arrangements for
program implementation; the acquisition of fiscal. personnel and other
resources. and the evaluation of results.
Unit 6.2:

Resource Allocation and Budgeting

Policy formulation and decision-making concepts in the planning.
programming and budgeting processes; program budgeting critically evaluated as an attempted reform of traditional incremental budgeting; the
fiscal responsibilities of the divisional or agency administrator, including the use of the budget as a device for evaluating performance, and reliance upon the classification structure of the budget to provide maximum
potential management information, particularly in connection with planning
and with the determination of the effective responsibility for fiscal and
policy control among the various types and levels of administrators.
Unit 6.3:

Performance Measurement and Control

The techniques of controlling and assessing the various elements
of the program; methods of reviewing and changing programs and providing
continuity to the process of management; the value of setting meaningful
goals as a means of motivating and determining quantity and quality of
achievement; and the techniques of performance meansurement as means of
asseSSing program advancement and personal accomplishment.
Sequence 7:

Research and Development Directing (DPA only)

The problems and processes involved in formulating, organizing, directing
and evaluating research and development programs are examined. (An exercise
as well as a commentary is assigned for each unit.)
Unit 7.1:

Research Program Formulation

The need, applicability, and potential for research in the participant' s
program (either organic in the organization and program or derived from
the ,Intent to perform in an improved manner). Background. Purpose.
Strategy. Limitations. History of R&D. if any.
Unit 7.2:

Development Program Formulation

h
A,p1an for the Research program. including the status of research on
t e subject. What is to be added? What are the critical questions? What
strategies are available? Which ones to choose? Why?
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Unit 7.3:

Research and Development Evaluations

Plans for the Developmental program, speculation on the d~ve10pmenta1
problems t o be encountered. History of att~mpts to manage the mass
producti on " of results (development) from dlrected res~arch. or from . .
technology transfer that might serve as a model . Predlsp~s~ng con~l~lons
for any success at all. Interactions, providing the speclf~c Co~d~tlons
for success for particular target sub-populations or other ldentlflab1e
situations. Logistics . Costs. Interactions of Research and · Development
in the present appl ication: past , present, and fu t ure. Plans for
admi ni s tra t i on.
Sequence 8:

Systems Changing (DPA only)

The problems of local and regional governance in the United States are
examined, comparing features with those of other countries. and considering
present and possible approaches to change. The purpose is to promote an understanding of the organization and operation of the American governmental complex as well as to determine ways to improve the system--by viewing the institutions from the broader vantage point of comparative government. This sequence
will provide participants an opportunity to work together, laboratory-style.
in proposing changes in a particular area.
Unit 8.1:

The Dilemma of Local and Regional Governance

This component is concerned with the nature of the metropolitan
regional complexes, their needs . and the underlying political problems.
An effort will be made to relate the concepts considered in the array of
literature with the situation in the specific area in which the cluster is
located .. Working in study teams, the participants will be expected to
prepare specific analysis of the character, needs. and political problems
facing their area.
Unit 8 . 2:

Alterna~e

Systems

The purpose of this component is to consider and compare the salient
features of the local-regional systems of governance of selected countries
such as the Unit ed Kingdom. France, Sweden, and one or more of the less
developed countries. The various patterns of central-local systems as well
as the role and power of the significant institutions will be compared.
The features which facilitate responsiveness and responsibil ity will be
noted. Each participant will be expected not only to be genera lly familiar
wlth several countries but also specifi cally familiar with one.
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Unit 8.3:

The Strategy and Tactics of Change

The object of this component is to consider approaches to local-regional
rationalization and reform. This will involve an examination of the variety
of steps which have been taken over the years in response not only to the needs
of metropolitan growth, but also to the demands for lncreased effectlveness,
responsibility and responsiveness. It will also outline some proposals for
future change in national, state, regional, local and neighb6rhood units. This
component will conclude with a consideration of the strategy and tactics of
remedial adjustments and reform. Working in study teams, participants will be
expected to prepare a proposal indicating a desirable approach to the impr ovement
of the system for governing a specific metropolitan region.
Sequence 9:

The Integrative Leader/Independent Study

The professional consciousness of many (if not most) practicing administrators
has been shaped largely by recent experience . Previous Sequences in thi s Program.
also, concentrate on current developments.
Institutions, organizations, policies. and programs. as well as people. are
shaped and conditioned by their past. To understand them and to per ceive how
they mayor must develop in the future. it is necessary to have a pretty good
idea of how they came to be what they are today.
Attention in this sequence focuses on the historical development of public
administration in the United States . A review of significant administrative
events and the progressive formulation of doctrine within the ever-changing
context of the times will sharpen the participant's sensitivity and his alertnes s
to continuing developments in the field . In addition. it is expected that such
a r€view will draw together many issues presented in earlier sequences.
Participants will prepare a single paper for the sequence and sha re the result s
at a course conference.
Participants will choose from a variety of topi cs such as the administratlv e
history of one's agency, or of an important policy. or a major program, or
a case problem highlighting the issues under review. or the tracing of the
development and uniqueness of the substantive specialty area of administrati on
in which the participant works (public safety, health. education. etc.).

VI.

ANALYSIS AND DECISION-MAKING I AND II

Decision-making is a core activity of public administrators at all levels.
The abilities to identify and carefully define problems. visualize and rational ly
evaluate alternative solutions, and implement appropriate courses of action are
essentlal to the effectiveness of public managers. For this reason the curriculum
contalns' two modules designed to sharpen the participant's skills and awareness
as a decision-maker. Each module is the credit equivalent of two sequences, and
~he work lS done concurrently with the sequences according to a flexible schedule .
he clust~r dlrector is a principle advisor to the participant for the Analysis
and Declslon-Making requirements. Analysis and Decision-Ma~ing I consists of
the.Case Problem, the first JOb-Related An alytical Report (JAR), and the fir st
Natl~nal Workshop. This module must be completed for the Master's portion of the
currlcul um : AnalYSis and Decision-Making II includes the second JAR and the
second Natlonal Workshop. The JAR grade is weighted at 60 percent. The Workshop
~~~ case problem count 20 percent each. The JAR must be accepted (grade le vel of
Analysis
) and all other elements completed before a grade will be computed.
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weighted at 80 percent and 20 percent, r.splCtively.
This
provides
and case
analysis

policy brings together the complementary analysis exercises. It
increased flexibility to the participant in the averaging of Workshop
problem grades. It provides a realistic comparison of sequence and
performance .

The Job-related Analytical Report (JAR) provides an opportunity for the
participants to deal analytically with problems actually encountered in the ir
working environment, viewed in the perspective of concepts considered in the
course of study. This enables participants to focus attention, and receives
advice and assistance, on topics in which they have a special interest.
The National Workshops provide opportunities for exchange of experience
and ideas among administrators from different regions and fields of work as
well as for concentration in specific program areas. Attention is given in
the Workshops to Job-related Analytical Reports and case studies prepared by
participants, emphasizing the effective application of analytical techniques to
administrative decision making. A second feature of the Workshop consists of
Administration/Policy colloquia dealing with new developments or emerging
problems in public policy which have administrative implications. The colloquia
will view various roles for the administrator in an overall perspective. The
colloquia will be planned to meet the principal subject matter areas of interest
of the Workshop participants--such as health care, justice, natural resources .
education, transportation , national security, urban and community development,
and organi za tiona 1 resource development.
Participants attend the first Workshop following the acceptance of their
first JAR proposal. They attend the second Workshop following the completion
of all Program requirements. The final assessment, which is an oral interview,
takes place at the second Workshop.
Workshops are tentatively scheduled three times a year in Fort Lauderda le
(May. August and November in 1976). Workshop timing and format remain subject
to change based upon experience.
VII.

COMMENTARIES

Each participant will prepare a commentary in preparation for each monthly
session.
The commentaries are a unique feature of the Nova Program. They serve
several purposes. One is to encourage the participant to read the literature
cr1t1cally and to consider the issues before each monthly conference. A second
lS to provide the preceptor a basis for determining participant interest and
eXpert1se, .which will be instructive in guiding the discussion so as to utilize
the part1c1pant's education and experience. A third function is to provide one
means of continually assessing each participant's performance.
of t~he prinCipal purpose of the commentary is to stimulate your consideration
th de aSS1gned tOP1C readings to help you add your reactions and experience in
e 1SCUSS10n of the scheduled topic at the weekend sessions.
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!lOVA UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE PROGRAM IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
COMMENTARY NO. (Sequence and Unit)

NAME
CLUSTER
DATE

A short biographical summary would be helpful. Space should be left at
the bottom of the cover or first page for the preceptor's cOTTlTlents . I n the
Appendix you will find examp les of commentari es presented by candidates in
earlier cl usters.
The form and precise nature of the commentaries will vary according to the
specific assignment as defined in each curriculum statement. The cOTTlTlentary
normally should state the participant's approach to the principal issues involved
relating the reading to the participant's expertise and work experience. It
should be at least eight. and not more than fifteen pages in length and should
resemble a memorandum prepared for a professional meeting. In some sequences
the curriculum statement or the pre ceptor will provide specific instructi ons overriding these general guidelines.
The commentary will indicate the required and supplemental reading whiCh you
have read or consulted . You are expected to have read and consulted in addition
to the required reading . additional relevant publications. Each month one copy
of the commentary will be submitted directly to the preceptor and one co py to
the cluster director. postmarked one week in advance of the beginning of the
course conference. Late commentaries will be given to the preceptor upon his
arrival the evening before the weekend session. You should always retai n one
copy for your files . in the event the mails have not been cooperative.
The commentaries will be assessed for comprehension of the topic as ind icated
in the reading and other sources. ability to relate to the work experience, and
clarity of organization and expression. The preceptors will assess those
commentaries submitted by the deadline (one week in advance ) before the start of
the two-day session and those assessed will be returned to the parti cipan t before
the end of the session . Late commentaries (postmarked after the Friday preceding
the course conference. but receil'ed by the preceptor or cluster director no later
than Friday morning of the course conference) will be dropped one notch on the
scale (for example 2+ to 2; or from 2 to 2-). Papers received after the Friday
morning of the course conference will be graded at headquarters and drop ped two
notches on the scale. In sequences 3 and 7 where exerci ses are an importa nt ~art
of the sequence preceptor s will have discretion due to the indivi dual character
of the exercises. the requir ement for revision (where necessary). Exercise grades
are not recorded permanently until received' as final from the preceptor. ~hen
the preceptor has reviewed and assessed your commentary. you may seek an opportunity
for consultation wi th him if· you have any questions about his comments.
Your commentary is a very important factor in the assessment of your work.
and 1t 1S therefore most important that you prepare it carefully and turn it in .
at the proper t1me. The nature of the Program and the requirements for commentarles
~;ll lnvolve use of a variety of resources and assistance related to the job.
b I such resources and assistance used in the preparati on for commentaries must
p~R~oted in the commentary. FAILURE TO REFERENCE ALL RESOURCES MAY RESULT IN A
ICIPANT'S DISMISSAL FROM THE PROGRAM.
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THE CASE PROBLEM

A critical incident case problem is required as an exercise as part of the
Sequence 1 requirements. Many of the problems which managers face are critical
inciden ts--ones which demand immediate attention. They have reached, or appear
to have reached, a crisis stage; someone, or more than one, is demanding an
immediate resolution of the issue. A manager is judged not only by his ability
to fo resee long-range problems and develop programs (such as those called for in
the jOb-related analytical reports, to be discussed later) but also to meet the
short -range critical incident problems (such as those called for in the problem
case studies).
Every candidate prepares a case problem which serves three purposes:
( 1)

It allows you, as the author, to review and analyze a significant
experience in administration (your own or a colleag ue 's) in order
to increase your understanding of administrat i on;

(2)

It is a basis for bringing into the interpretation of this experience
the thinking and judgment of others. There are mutual benefits
in this exchange and sharing;

(3)

In many instances, when the study r'eport is of publishab le quality,
it also serves a wider community; and when added to other cases ,
enlarges the data base for a more general understanding of public
administration .

A problem case, as we use the term, is the description of a critical inciden t
qr crisis which was (or is) judged to require immediate remedial action by a

specif ic public official or administrator . The case should deal with a real life
situati on and its context; the chronology -- how it deve l oped; the characters -the indiv iduals and institutions involved; the crisis -- how the situation came
to a climactic head and why it requires immediate decision (this may involve a
brief recount of one of the immediately visible poss i ble courses of action and
the conseq uences of the action). The case will inc l ude a discussion of such
relevant factors as the influence of personalities, behavior patterns, institutional
prejudi ces bureaucratic structure and political pressures, as well as the mo re
easily identifiable technical, economic, or l egal factors in t he situation. The
materi al presented is from the perspective of those responsible for dealing with
the sltuatl0n as it developed and as the action progressed.
The following are so~e of the factors for which a case prOblem will be
crit ically reviewed:
Content:
A critical management problem/incident is clearly evident. There is
sufficient content/context to perceive the problem, define the
lSsues, .consider the options, and recommend a solution . The
presentation appears to describe a situation where more than one
approach is rational/ethical.
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The case indicates the sequence of events sufficiently to appreciate
the emergence of the problem .
Characters:
There is sufficient description of the institutions and agencies
involved.
There is sufficient descr i ption of the persons involved .
Crisis/Climax:
The case comes to a crisis/crescendo/climax, which calls for prompt
attention and demands an immediate decision .
The case indicates who must make or recommend a decision; from whose
point of view is it seen?
There is sufficient indication of some of the possible courses of action.
IX.

THE JOB-RELATED ANALYTICAL REPORTS (JARS)
A.

JAR REQUIREMENTS

One hallmark of the professional administrator is the capability to solve
problems by rational analysis and action. The Job-related Analytical Report,
or JAR, portion of the Nova University Graduate Program in Public Administration
offers the participant the opportunity, as well as the requirement, to demonstrate
and develop that capability. The nature of the requirement is explained in this
Section I; succeeding sections describe its elements more fully.
A JAR is action-oriented analysis of a significant unresolved problem
related to the participant's work. The participant sharply defines the problem
and collects data needed for resolving it. He then uses the data in an analysis
WhlCh seeks rationally to select the optimum line of action for resolving the
roblem. Finall , he sets out a ro ram for carr in out that line of action,
o ow~d by a plan for future evaluation of how effectively the program works in
resolvlng the problem. The JAR must include comparative analysis, which is
the data-based anal tical consideration of viable alternatives, in li ht of ex licit
crlterla, to se ect t e optlmum.
e report must e c ear y un erstanda e by t e
public administration generalist .
The JAR is a challenge. By no means all public administration professional s
can produce an acceptable one. Individuals admitted into the Nova GPPA, however,
have been judged as to capacity. experience. and education. and in virtually all
cases they do possess the abilities needed to do sound professional analysis.
Some wlll have already developed these talents and will be able to do sound
analytlcal work at the outset. Others . however, whose capability is yet l atent .
wlll need to develop and exercise their capacity for analysis before acceptable
JARs.can emerge. In the Nova Public Administration Program to date not all
partlclpants have succeeded in that self-development .
. C~reful stu~y of material in this pamphlet may well save much time for the
partlclpant and lmprove his prospects for self-development in professional analysis .
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No rigid deadlines apply to JARs or proposals; but the target dates should
be respected so far as possible. After the Cluster has had instruction in JAR
analysis. usually in Unit 2.1. the participant should proceed without delay.
Although the participant proceeds at his own pace. he will find it prudent to keep
in mind the requirements and dates for national workshops and examinations. and
their relationship to his work and family situations .
The DPA candidate must attend two workshops. and the MPA candidate one.
To attend his first workshop. the participant must have had ' his proposal for
the first JAR accepted by Nova. Most participants find the workshop experience
quite beneficial in doing the JAR. Consequently, the participant who writes the
first JAR before attending a workshop may be voluntarily accepting some disadvantage.
Attendance at the last workshop requires that the second JAR have been completed
and cleared through the Cluster Director. Ordinarily, it is expected that the
last workshop and the final examination will be nearly simultaneous, so that travel
need not be repeated.
It is therefore up to the participant to time his JAR work and his submission
of proposals and JARs . He should not overlook the facts that the review and
acceptance process takes time. and that by no means all proposals or JARs are
found acceptable upon first submission.
The four papers in the JAR program (two for MPA) should not overlap in
time but must be done consecutively. Any exceptions to this progression must be
justified and cleared with the Program Director. That is, the first JAR will not
be considered until the first proposal has been accepted. And the proposal for
the second JAR will not be considered until the first JAR has been accepted. The
participant who begins work on the proposal for the second JAR before digesting
the comments accepting his first JAR (or returning it for revision) is denying
himself some of the assistance in educational development that is possible in
the JAR experience. The same principles apply to the second JAR.
JAR Requirements
In later sections of the JAR Manual ,are expanded discussions of points covered
below. with some illustrative JAR material .
There are many ways to analyze problems in the public service and to report
the results of analysis. The Nova Public Administration Program certainly does
not suggest that anyone set of analytical techniques is best for all problems.
The JAR sort of written analysis. for example. requires time, and public necessities
~ften simply will not allow it. But the analytical elements of a JAR do figure
1n a~y o~h:r sort of problem-resolution that is soundly done. Often these elements
are 1~pl~c1t~ ~r unrecognized. and then the probability of error increases.
What 1~ 1mpl1c1t and unexamined may have incompatibilities with the rest of the
analysls--or worse. with reality--that thu's will not be detected. Sometimes risks
must ~e accep~ed because time-urgency precludes thorough. expl icit analysis. But
exact.yt~en· 1S when the administrator who is well-grounded in explicit analysis
~:~ ~~n1m1ze the risk. By running mentally over the elements of analysis in
expa ~on to the problem at hand. he can see. with the help of his subject matter
seeer~ence. where ar: the features which need fuller examination, and he can
were short-cuttlng involves fewer risks. It is his guided experience-- ,
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in trying out various problem statements. searching for alternatives. shaping
the criteria for comparing them and selecting the most promising line of action-that can help the participant to increase his ability to reduce risks.
The JAR requirements listed below have been formulated to assure that the
participant has such an experience in resolving an administrative problem
successfully. The requirements are:
1.

Analysis must be explicit. logical. and done by the individual participant.

2.

A significant, unresolved problem related to the participant's job
(or specialty) must be analyzed with a view to resolving it.

3.

Comparative analysis must be included.

4.

The entire report must be readily comprehensible to a generalist in
public administration.

5.

The problem to be resolved must be defined sharpiy and clearly.

6.

Data which affect analysis must be shown in the JAR, with origin and
method of acquisition suitably described.

7.

A number of viable alternatives must be considered.

B.

A line of action for resolving the problem must be selected on the
basis of analysis.

9.

A program must be laid out containing action steps (and any other
considerations) necessary for giving effect to the selected line of action .

10.

A plan must be set forth for future evaluation of how well that action
program works in resolving the problem.

11.

An "agency representative" (defined on Page 6) of suitable professional
qualification must convey the judgment that the problem is significant.
the data are currently valid, the concepts and methods are professionally
respectable. and the participant has done work in the JAR which is
professionally acceptable.

12.

The quality of written expression must be adequate, i.e. clear, concise.
and well-organized .

13.

Consequences both within and outside the participant's field must be
sought and suitably dealt with in the analysis.

No Nova GPPA requirements are fixed with respect to any of the following
matters:
a.

length of the paper

b.

Format or style

c.

Deadline dates (but missing the target dates may delay the participant's
completion of the program. Don't procrastinate!)
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Whether the selected line of action is ever carried out.

e.

Whether the "agency representative" would or would not have chosen
the line of action selected.

Special Exceptions
Upon request and in exceptional circumstances, individual participants may
be authorized to substit~te another type of project for the usual JAR. The
substituted project must permit the participant to demonstrate professional
capability for some form of analysis. To seek such substitution, a participant
should submit a proposal explaining the project in specific detail and stating
his reasons for seeking to substitute it. The Cluster Director will forward
the proposal to the Program Director for consideration.
Standards
The Nova Public Administration Program has genuine professional standards.
Earning its DPA or MPA is a distinct achievement, by no means either easy or
automatic. To the public administration profession, to Nova University, td
other participants past and future, and to each present participant, it is
important that possession of that degree attest to one's having met demanding
professional requirements.
Among these is the requirement for demonstrated capacity in effective
professional analysis of complex subject matter. The same standards will apply
to both JARs. Experience to date is that many first JARs do not initially
meet those standards. In such cases, constructive comments are surplied to
participants by or through Cluster Directors. That will be repeated as
necessary for subsequent re-submissions, so that participants may sharpen their
analytical skills. On first JARs there may be occasional instances in which
flaws are pointed out but the JAR is nonetheless accepted. The second JAR,
however, will be obliged to meet the standards fully.
One mark of the educated professional is the ability to express himself
clearly. Hence, although analytical effectiveness is the main requirement
in a JAR, the JAR must also demonstrate a certain minimum level of writing
skill. That minimum is defined not in terms of stylistic grace but rather
functional clarity, organization of material, coherence, and accurate use
of words.
Mechanical Requirements
Proposals and JARs should be submitted to the Cluster Director in three
One will in due time be returned to the participant. Additional copies
o ~ccepted papers will later need to be furnished to Nova GPPA for use ;natlonal workshops.
c~Pies.

Identifying material on each paper must include the participant's name
and cluster,
the date, the name and position of the agency representative,
and page numhers.
Papers must be signed.
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The JAR which a participant submits is a Nova University paper, not an
agency paper. When an agency can use that Nova GPPA JAR without change, all
concerned will be gratified, but such instances will not be likely. An agency
has its own needs as to analytical reports generally and also the particular
unresolved problem. To attempt in a single paper to meet these needs as well
as the Nova JAR requirements is to risk falling between two stools. It is hoped
that the participant's choice of problem and analytical work will generate
benefits for his agency; experience to date shows such has usually been the case,
sometimes dramatically. But the structure and content of papers useable within
the agency will not ordinarily coincide with those required for a Nova JAR.
What actually will be done about the substantive results of a JAR, and in what
format, is a matte r involving the agency and the participant, but not Nova
University. The participant may find it feasible and desirable to advise Nova
in due course about this--and his report will be received with much interest-but he is under no ob ligation to do so.
The "Agency Representative"
The "agency representative" is an individual who has specialized knowledge
about the JAR Problem and functions as a resource and adviser to the Cluster
Director--and may function similarly for the participant. His main role is to
express jud9ment concer ning the problem and the manner in which the JAR has dealt
with it. The Cluster Director will seek the agency representative's confirmation
that the problem is significant and unresolved, the data are realistic and
relevant, the cause-and-effect concepts applied are professionally respectable,
the alternatives are all viable and cover adequately the available range, the
program of actions in the execution section is realistic for carrying out the
selected line (or lines) of action, and that overall the analysis is professionally
sound.
The agency representative is not asked to agree that the selected line of
action is the optimum one, nor will it be inferred that he endorses it.
While it is the Cluster Director who approves the designation of the agency
representative, it is up to the participant to make nomination(s) and, at the
proper time, to secure the individual's agreement to serve as agency representative.
The agency representative mayor may not be in the same organization as the
~articipant. He may sometimes by the supervisor of the participant, but this
1S not required since it is not in all cases advisable and feasible. In no case
wil~ he be a person whom the participant supervises, or a relative, or in some
slm1lar relationship which would raise the issue of conflict of interest. It is
expected that the agency representative will be a person who looks favorably
upon. the self-development of the participant, but also one who has that profesS10nallsm which will ensure the application of professional standards in judg~r,'
the participant's JAR work.
The National Workshop
Discussion of JAR proposals and JARs is presently one of the important
~~~~cts of , Nova GPPA national workshops. It takes place in seminar groups of
6 part1c1pants, led by a discussion leader of faculty status. Each participant
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of it will have been ser.t beforehand to the discussion leader and to three
other participants who wil l be reviewers of his paper, When the hour comes
for discussion of his paper. the participant summarizes it in 8-10 minutes.
and then each of the reviewers has 10 minutes for con~tructive comment on it.
General discussion of it among the seminar group follows. A rapporteur is
meanwh ile taking notes which will be provided to the participant .
The participant is r.ot assessed on his own oaper, unless it is his 2nd
JAR. He is assessed on his G~m performance as reviewer for three other
participants' papers. a~~ ur, his contribution to the general discussion. Policy
concerning assess~ert ~f the 2nd JAR, . relating as it does to the oral final
examination . will b" t;-,,::tec ;n the instructions pertaini:1g to the ora l finals.
The reviewer is t~ r~3ct t~ a paper as if he were a public administration
generalist in a policy cor. trn] er resource control r~lati G n, judging whether
the paper does or decs r" ,t '-ecresent a sound address to 3 ~:-oblem. worthy of
support. If he di5ce,-~,s \'Je3kn cs ses or flaws. he should point out ways by which
these might be co :-~e~te~ . In par ticular he should look for unnoticed interrelationships . such as t~~ li~eii hocd of unexpected consequences or the need
for wider coordin at i ~n t hat th e paper provides.
Thus each part icipant wil l receive constructive reaction to his own paper
from partic ipants of vocat~onal and geographic diversity. and he will be
involved in the analytic pr ocesses of about a dozen others. helping them and
learning from them.
While the concentration is on analytic technique • . the opportunity for
learnin g about a varie~y of current Dr~blems is 3lso present.
ALL RESOURCES AN D ASSjST~~C E USED IN PREPARATIO~ FOR JARS MUST BE NOTED IN JAR .
~ubstantive

SUGGESTED -SCHEDUI.E
nr' C ~~?~~ TI 0~
- ---------- -JAR 11 Proon sal due ~; ~nd nf
JAR #1

ComDlete~· ~ . ,~

S~o.

12

b; enj of SeG .• 5

JAR #2 Pr0J ('; :-. :: 1 ~ ! Je t-,y end (If Seq. =G

JAR #2

Co~oleted

due

~y

end

~f

Seq. 19

*See section on Elig ibi lay to take the Co~prehensive E' a:::i nilt i on under A 5 (. ::: S SMtNI ~

A .JAR prOPosal r'lJ S ~ ~e submitted in advance of each J,\R. The Pdrtic i i-. "n~
should h'nve ln
. hnn".. " pr opos al whi'ch has galned written acceptance before h·c
starts work on the .J:~ 'ts elf.

has r!~e .prODosa I fO r- the second JAR can ~st be written af t" , the parti ci pant
t)encf ' te~Ved Wrltten acceptance on the f"frst JAR. The partiCipant can thu s
cancel - rom the e'perie nce of doing the first JAR and fr oOl the No" cnmw' il t
rnlng It.
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significant. unresolved problem but especially of the way in which analysi~
will be done to resolve it. In considering the proposal. Nova will be maklng
two primary judgments:. is there high probability.that an accept~b~e JAR can
emerge. and is the proJect manageable? The questlon of manageablllty relates
mostly to duration and effort. for if too much of either is involved. there may
be undue conflict with the participant's work. his family situation. and other
elements of his Nova program. The question is not a cut-and-dried one. for a
participant whose organization wants him to work nearly full-time on a project
essentially identical to his Nova JAR topic can obviously manage an effort
considerably more extensive than the average . As to the likelihood of an
acceptable JAR. a judgment on this question requires con~ideration of the
participant's complete concept of what the analysis will entail. as discussed below.
Just as with the JAR itself. the key element in the proposal is a sharp,
accurate statement of the problem to be resolved through the action-oriented
analysis. While the JAR itself may well contain considerably more introductory
material than the proposal. the proposal should mention those elements of the
context which are essential to an understanding that the problem is significant
and w~y it is unresolved. But the principal need is distinct exposition of what
i, to be resolved that is. the problem which the data. the analysis and the
execution section will all be about.
Thp. proposal should describe what kinds of data will need to be ga thered
in order to support the analysis, as well as the sources and availability
\ of the data. Here has been one of the most·frequent difficulties with JAR
prooosals in the opening months of the JAR program. for many proposals spoke
only (If sources and availability without getting at all specific about what
sorts of data were going to be necessary. To the reviewer, this immediatel y
r~i~es the question whether the visualization of the analysis has been complete
er.nu~ :1 ilnd definite enough--specifically, whether the participant ha s thought.
oLoot how the relevant criteria would be applied in comparing the a1ternativps.
hr pxamo 1e, and what types of information had to be in hand to do S0. The
oue~tlOr. also arises whether those types of data really are accessible throu gh
the sou~ccs indicated, if they have not yet been identified. And that o~ course
lpdves the reviewer uncertain whether a solid JAR is apt to be producib le"
h1>o in the proposal should be some description of the way the data will
bp. used to resolve the problem, or, in other words, the kind of analysiS to
bp. done. This description should I~dicate where comparative analysis wi1l be
done. and at least the general nature of what sorts of alternatives are to be
campal·ed. The kinds of criteria to be used in comparing them should be mentioned,
and e?ough .shou1d be said to allow the reviewer to make some judgment about the
re1atl0nsh1p among the problem, the data, the alternatives, and the criteria.

rrom the pro~osal it should be clear that the participant intends to select
the
Ootlmum
line. of action for resolving the problem • to layout in an ('xecuL ".,
SPctlO~ th
f t
e actl0n
steps needed to carry it out. and to present a plan fo, th
u urp evaluation of how well the execution resolves the problem.

P"uoo~i~c~ ,JAR problems vary widely. a format and length appropriate for a
;r.Jr.rt!
Qr one of them would not necessarily suit another. Of even more
f.;_'QGC 2ce .

. -

perhaps, 1S the desirability of leaving the widest possible scope
, PM t1clpant to exercise individual creativity In doing analytical wor~.
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one that they should so suit the project under consideration that reviewers
can be sure of grasping just what the project is to be.
To illustrate, one proposal may be qui te clear without anything being
said about the work schedule the participant expects to follow. But for another
project, where data -collection is keyed to an organization's budget cycle,
a work schedule included in the proposal may contr i bute much to understanding.
Or, in one project the matter of va lidi ty of data may be important and deserve
separate treatment, because it affects the data - collection scheme--so in thnt
proposal a secti on on data validity may be in order. (See JAR manual for
additional information).
x. ASSESSMENTS
Commentaries/ Pa rticipatio n
Every participant is asses sed each month on the commentary and class
participation by the preceptor. The cluster director also assesses each month
the participant' s contribution to the cluster. The ratings are as follows:
Excellent

3

Very~~

2+

Good
Fair/Marginal
Not Passing
Not Submitted/Not Accepted/Absent

2
21
0

In making these assessments , the preceptor/cluster director is also expected
to note the strengths/weaknesses of the participants in the following :
-Preparation
Understanding
Application to Practice
Analysis, Originality
Clarity/ Organization
~bsenteeism

Participants are expected to attend all the weekend conferences. Participation
grades will reflect absences; generally one level per half-day missed (up to
two half days) is deducted. Participants who are absent more than one full day
do _not recei ve credit for attending, and are properly reported as "0". If the
w~ltten work is of good quality and submitted on time, an occasional absence
w1ll not significantl y affect the sequence average. Numerous absences or work
Wh1Ch 1S below program standards will require that monthly units be made up with
another cluster. During the course of the program two monthly units may be
~~peated.at no extra charge. Any monthly units which must be repeated beyond
A e 1n1t1al two will be billed to the participant at the rate of SlOO/unit.
i~rangement~ fo r.repeat ing units are to be made through the cluster director
to ~~n~~nct10n w1th headquarters. It is clearly to the participant's advantage
MUST ~~ StUhSMe need to r epeat units. ALL COMMENTARIES (AND RELATED ASSIGNMENTS )
ITTED FOR UNATTENDED SESSIONS.

-27. Participants may -audit course conferences with other clu~ters at any time
to gain the educational benefit of sessio~s.which the~ have m1sse~. The cluster
director shou ld be contacted prior to aud1t1ng a seSS10n. There 1S no charge for
auditing. and no assessment will be forwarded/recorded.
Late Papers
Late commentaries (postmarked after the Friday preceding the course conference,
but received by the preceptor or cluster director no later than Friday morning
of the course conference), will be dropped one notch on the scale (for example,
from 2+ to 2; or from 2 to 2-). Papers received after the ·Friday morning of the
course conference will be graded at headquarters and dropped two notches on the
scale. In sequences 3 and 7 where exercises are an important part of the sequence,
preceptors will have discretion due to the individual character of the exercises,
the requirement for revision (where necessary). Exercise grades are not recorded
permanently until received as final from the preceptor.
General (Comprehensive) Assessment

,

There will be a comprehen~ive assessment for every participant at the end of
the sixth sequence. To date this has consisted of a six-hour examination, one
.Jart of which was objective, focusing on the major issues raised by the reading,
and the remainder were essay-type questions focusing on the application of concepts
to administrative problems . (Based on experience, this may be modified.)
Eligibility for Comprehensive Examination
For the Tallahassee, South Florida III and Northern Virginia Clusters, the
requirements for eligibiHty to take the comprehensive examination are:
Submission of all Commentaries
Completion of first six sequences with a
grade of 2- or better on each
Payment of all tuition and fees due to date.
For the Delaware Valley, South Florida IV, Chicago I and Chicago II Clusters
the requirements for eligibility to take the comprehensive examination are:
Acceptance of first JAR Proposal
Acceptance of Case Problem
Attendance at First Workshop
Submission of all Commentaries
Completion of first six sequences with a
grade of 2- or better on each
Payment of a 11 tuition and fees due to date.
For clusters formed after July 1, 1975 (Orlando, D.C. II, West Florida, Austin,
South Florida V, Great Lakes, North Florida, Huntsville, Illinois/Wisconsin,
Northern Virginia II) eligibility to take the examination requires:

- 28Submi ss ion of all Commenta r ies
Completi on of ea ch of the f irst s ix sequences
with a grade of 2- or bet t er on each
Completi on of Ana lys is and Decisi on-Ma ki ng I wi th a
grade of 2- or better
Payment of all tuition and fees due to dat e.
The JAR Office may gi ve interim accepta nce to JARs (or. for earlier clusters.
proposals) requiring only minor revisi ons. thereby qua l ifying participants for
the examination. Requests for excepti ons t o pol i cy will be considered on their
merits and only upon the recommendati on of the Clu ster Director.
The reaso n for this policy is the substa nti al disregard for the JAR schedule
which is recommended in the JAR Manual (see al so JAR . Introduction to Participants
Page 19) . Many participants are postponi ng JAR wo r k. One result already evident
in the ear ly clusters i s a high percenta ge of participants failing to complete
degree requi rements in the allotted t i me . One objective of the policy is to
increase the number of program graduates . We also believe it is of greater benefit
educationally to complete two JARs as the program is in progress than to attempt
back-to-back papers at the end. Exce pt i ons would be made as noted. The policy
fits with our current practi ce of perm i tti ng participants who fail the examination
to continue wi th their cluster if thei r grades (including the first JAR) average
to a "2 ". They must eventuallypass t he examination. however. to be eligible for
a degree . Pa rticipants who ar e unabl e t o take the exam i nation at the scheduled
time may ta ke the examination with ano t her cluster or at a National Workshop.
Final Assessment
In addition. for DPA candidates t here is a second assessment which will be
oral. A~ong the topics whi ch wi ll be emphasized are : (a) administrative
doctrine , (b) administrative history , (c) comparative administration, (d) defense
of the second jOb-related analytica l report, and (e) a research and development
report. The candidate with adv anced degree status (e . g. , a graduate degree before
entcrlng the Program) may el ec t t o be exempted from (a) or (b) .
pri~arily

Eligib il i ty will be determined by :
--- Payment of tuition for t he entire program.
-- -Satisfactory complet i on of all sequences.
---Sati sfactory comp leti on of Analysis and DecisionMaki ng I and II.
- - -At least a 2.0 record on t he Comprehensive Examination .
Biblio~raP hies cover i ng adm i nistr at i ve history and doctrine have been prepare d and wl11 be distribu ted i n advance of the final assessment. · Material on
~~~jaratlve admini s tration i s i ncl uded i n Sequence 8 . The examining committee
t generally lncl ude a Nova central staff member . a cluster directo r. a pre~~~eor, and / or another qualifi ed person such as an Advisory. Board member. Final
Ssments wll l last approximately one ho ur .

Degree El ig i bili ty Requirements
To Qual i fy for the MPA Degree. parti cipants must:
(1)

~c h ieve a standi ng of no t l es s than 2- on each of
the f i rs t s i x sequences and Analysis and DecisionMa ki ng I and
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Achieve a standing of not less than 2- on the Co~prehens1ve
Assessment.

This is a OPA Program. In meeting the requirements for a DPA. participants
will meet -en-route- the requirements for an MPA (as set forth elsewhere in
this Introduction). As participants meet the requirements for the MPA degree
and if they request in writing to the Registrar to be awarded the degree. they
will be awarded same. A DPA degree will not be awarded for at least nine
months after the awarding of the MPA.
To be eligible for continuing to the OPA. participants must:
Achieve an average standing of 2.0 or better in all of
the MPA Program components. and must have passed the
Comprehensive Assessment/Examination with a standing of
2.0 or better; or if the participant does not pass the
comprehensive examination. and his average standing for
all sequences and Analysis and Decision-Making [ (including
the failing mark on the examination) is a 2. the participant
may continue; ~owever. the comprehensive examination must
be passed in order to r.eceive the degree.
To Qualify for the DPA Degree. participants must:
(1)

Achieve a score of 2.0 on the Comprehens i ve Examination.

(2)

Achieve a standing cf not less than 2.0 on each of
Se~uen ces Seven. Eight and Nine and Analysis ;nd DecisionMa ki rrg II.

(3)

A:hieve a passing score on the Final Assessment/Examination.
The,e assessment guidelines must remain fle<it~c and ,ubject to
change based upon experience generated by the assessment process.
Constr~ctive comments are welcome.

NOTE :

Xl.

FEEDBACK

. We we1~ome comments. suggestions. and criticism in written form from all
partlclpants. cluster directors. and preceptors in order that the staff may
take them into c~nsidp.rati on for future planning.

APPENDIX A
COr~ ENTARY

EXAMPLES

NOVA UNIVERSITY GRAOUATE PROGRAM IN PUBLIC ADMHlISTRATlON
COMMENTARY EXAMPLE

Interests in American Poli tics
Overview
The interest group phenomenon is a decidedly engaging aspect of the American
political system .

One notes immediately the attempts on the part of analysts

and political observers to neutralize the negative connotations attached to
the whole notion of interest groups as they relate to the "legitimate" institutions of government and decision-making.

As Truman points out, however, the

concept of interest groups or factions played a vital role in the develooment
of the very governmental institutions which are now so frequentl y portrayed
as being in some unholy alliance with this or that pressure qroup.
of course, is also traditional.

Madison's "Federalist

l~"

is

That view,

lar~el 'y

a des-

cription of the various safequards which the formal American system would
provide to protect the majority and minority from being dominated by any particular interest qroup.

It is interestinq to note that (at least from my own

experience) the public school system does not delve into the questions of
interest groups as a force in the development of the Americar .p0litical
process.

Instead, the governmental structure tends to be portrayed as a

separate entity of a fundamentally different quality from "private enterprise"
or any other societal elements .

It is perhaps this inqrained feelinq of

discontinuity between "public" and "private" institutions which has made it
so difficult for Americans to view interest qroups as a thorouqhly leqitimate,
viable , traditional , and necessary element in the overall socia-political
system under which they live.

Conversely, it would seem that virtually anyone

Who perceives himself to have been effective in contributing to the formulation
of public policy will perceive himself to bel ong to part of a group which
effected that policy .

This ambivalence manifests itself in interest groups to

-2the extent that many interest groups profess to be non-political in nature.
As compared to the "positive" aspects of political participation (i .e •• voting
and free expression) pressure groups have come off as the "bad guys" who tend
not to play by the rules of the qame.

This is certainly an over-simplification of the' situation, but I think that
attitudes towards interest groups, both from within and from without, are
significant to the way in which interest groups can operate as agents of the
political system.

Perhaps it is consciously occurring to me for the first

time that, for example, the A.F.L.-C.I.O. is as much a political institution as
is the Democ ra tic Pa rty or the House of Representatives .

At the very lea s t,

the differences are differences of Quantity rather than Quality.

The Question of the status of interest groups as a legitimate element of the
political system aside, there are serious Questions concerning the way in which
intereit groups reldte to the pluralist versus elitist models of qovernment .
In terms of sheer numbers, Truman documents the proliferation of interest groups
Quite adequately .

It is doubtful that any proposed legislation in Congress does

not evoke a response from some bona fide interest group, right down to the
grading standards for walnuts.

If we assume for the moment that public officials

are vectors representing the resolution of forces placed upon them. the measure
of the democratic nature of the system is the extent to which the various pressure
groups are democratica11y orCjanized and operated . . Truman's analysis of this facet
of interes t groups is not. from the standpoint of majoritarian values. particularlyencouraging. It does, however. tend to square with ones typical experience
in ma s t types of Cjroup orga n i za t ion .
Basically Truman concludes that many
interest groups (especia11y the large labor unions) are dominated by an "active

-3minority" defined primarily as those who have the time. money. and leadership
qualities to be active in the organization.

It is an altogether familiar ex-

perience that in any social group a few people do most of the work and provide
the group direction.

Truman notes that in most cases great care is taken to

embody accepted democratic norms into the organization of interest groups.

The

membership may be frequently polled on important issues. but this is generally done
after a healthy dose of internal propaganda.

Thus, it is not surprising that

political parties and political majorities frequently display the fundamentally
anti -democratic behavior characteristic of the interst groups from which they
emanate, even though the trappings of democracy are overwhelmingly present .

In terms of the numbers of interest groups and the way in which they multiply, it
seems fair to assert that the defensive actions of government ,erve as a definite
stimulus to the formulation of new interest groups.

That. is, a Congressional

committee investigation uttlized to thwart the thrusts of a particular interest
group may, by "broadening the public" (as Truman describes it) succeed in creating
n-ew, countervailinq interest groups by acting as a ca talyst to "potential" interest
groups . There is no doubt that qovernment action (whether or not in response
to the demands of particular interest groups) creates constituencies.

The

Community Action Agency and Model Cities programs are examples of government
actions which have resulted in the creation of interest groups.

\~hile

the

resultant groups might properly be written off as the realization _of previously
Potential interest groups or as manifestations of the tendency towards bureaucratic
self-preservation, they are interest groups in fact (as Howard Phillips found
Out when he was removed as the acting director of D.E.D.-on the basis of a law
Sui t encouraged by th e C.A. A• group ) .

The proliferation of factions. whether

thus hastened or occuring "naturally" is consistent with the Madisonian- and pluralist theories to the extent that interest groups do in fact compete openly and

-4, fairly in the arena of public policy.

This leads to another critical question in the interest group model.

Assuming

that interest groups are both legitimate political elements and democratic in
characte r, do they interact in such a way that their resultant impact on government
is in some way proportional to their size or the commonality of the views they
promote?

Or have a few pOl.erful interest qroups become an el ite as alleged by

Theodore Lowi in his T_h!!.!n.:L.of

Liber~lism.

In Lowi 's view such an elite does

exist, and it is contravening the proper pursuit of an indentifiable public
interest.

The question of the number of functional (that is, effectively parti-

cipating) interest groups is still an open question.

As Dahl notes, it is very

difficult to do a meaningful analysis of a process as complex as the develooment
ot public decision-makinq.

Such an analysis would lay to rest much of the con-

troversy surroundinQ the pluralist model.

Wh·t Truman rites as "the

rul e~

of the game" represents, in his view, the saving

grace of the entire political system.

Certain fundamental beliefs are widely

held and valued across the membership of all interest groups.

Thus, an active

minority control I inq an interest group can stray only so far from the norms,
internal propaganda notwithstanding.

In the same way, an interest group or

coalition of groups can make demahds on government only within those certain
lililits .

Otherwise they endanqer their legitimacy as a societal institution.

wonders whether this fa·il-safe system is really workinq.

One

Or whether the limits

of such a system are sufficiently stringent to keep society on something other
than a collision cour,e with overpopu .l ation, energy crises, food shortages. nuClear
war, and a variety of other rotential disasters.

This would be a primary flaw by

which the system could work perfectly and still fail.

A more salient issue is

Sililply whether or not interest groups are violating the "rules of the game" to

-5the detriment of society as a whole . The alleged Dairyman's Association deal on
milk prices (see attached clipping) is the sort of rule violation which now seems
most prevalent .

The President is being punished by l ow ratin~s in the polls,

but there is a general suspicion that such deals are commonplace (in ,keeping
with the public attitude towards interest groups).

The oil companies, having

lobbied quietly and effectively for years, are now blitzing the publ ic with propagan da to mainta i n their l egitimacy.

A final note on the continuing metamorphasis of interest groups is the development
of public interest lobbies such as Common Cause and the Nader organization.

(I

exclude such groups as the National League of Cities and the National Association
of Counties . . . such groups are lobby elements within the formal federalist structure itself).

These groups seemingly have broad appeal to the public. they are

continua lly expanding their public by reemphaSizing the "rules of the game" at
the very time t hose rules have been flagrantly and publicly violated by the
inte rest groups and the political parties.

The continued development of these

group s may lead to a showdown of potential electoral power

repr~sented

by the

publ ic interest groups and the more traditional economic power which has always
been a pre-cursor of electoral power.

Local Applications of Interest Group Theory
Dade County has a large general purpose government which must respond to a broad
array of interes ts contained within its constituency of 1.4 million persons.
Geog raphically the county is extensive with truly urban concentrations in some
areas and a major agricultural industry to the south and west of the urban develOpment.

The history of Miami has been one of boom development. fi rst 1n the 1920's

and then in the 60's and 70's.

Such growth has always required a free-wheeling

-6political mechanism which is especially responsive to pressures from developers.
With 27 municipalities and a relatively weak county government prior to the Home
Rule Charter of .1957. local government has been sufficiently fractionated to
permit wholesale development to proceed at its own pace.

A second factor of

major importance is the Cuban miqration which began in 1961.

This certainly

ranks as the largest ethnic in-miqration experienced by any American community
in recent history.

About 20 ~( of the total County population is Cuban. and over

50% of the City of Miami is Cuban.

Ethnic politics is becoming a local fact of

life as the Latin community, which is highly coalesced. obtains the franchise.
From my perspective within the Dade County Manager's Office. I have been able
to perceive some of the ways in which the community power centers operate on
one another.

Firstly. there are several formalized ways in which the ·'ocal system deals with
interest group politics.

Probably most significant is the State Sunshine Law

which requires that all meetings of public officials be open to the public.
There are a sufficient number of community watchdogs to make any commissioner think
twice ahout covert collusion with other public officials.

This . essentially makes

it necessary for interest yroups to build their majorities on an individual basis.
The County recently enacted a very strong conflict of interest ordinance which
applies to elected and appointed officials in all jurisdictions in the County.

~Iembers of advisory boards, for instance. are subject to the ordinance.

This

action addresses the situation cited by Truman and others in which the interest
groups are requlating themselvp.s through a gove~nment organ (as with many of
the federal regulatory commissions).

Considerable pressure has been brought to

exempt adivsory board members from the conflict of interest ordinance.

The

~aSoninq is that the ordinance precludes local experts from participating in
CGl'I11lJnity policy-making.

-7A third formal channel of control is a lobbyist registration ordinance which requires
the identification of all lobbyists appearing on behalf of various interest groups
before the County Coomission.
t~se

This has a tendency to "broaden the public' of

groups, thereby increasing their need to externally propagandize.

These formalisms do not preclude interest group access to local government.

The

composition of the commission itself is representative of several interests
the Black community. the construction trades, senior citizens. real estate. and
land use reform groups. to name a few.
sively utilized as are public hearings.

In addition. advisory boards are extenThere is a core of local (non-political)

leadership which appears again and again on these boards.

These are financiers.

developers. representatives of ethnic groups. religious leaders. businessmen.
and media representatives.

The local United Fund is the organization which i s

most inclusive of this leadership. and it is probably the s'ingle Most influential
non-governmenta 1 po 1i t i ca 1 force in the 'communi ty.

One is inc 1i ned to say tha t

local po1icymaking is more elitfst than pluralistic . althouqh the extensive use
of participatory-democratic techniques lends a legitimacy to local policy which
has been difficult for opposing forces to overcome.

From my experience. the most interesting phenomenon has been the extent to which
the administrative leadership (i.e .• the County Manager) has succeeded in determining policy.

If the County Commission is viewed as the fulcrum upon which

commun ity forces are brought to bear. the professional administration is indeed
One of .those forces .

This is not necessarily an adversary relationship (indee'd .

it is essential for the administration to maintain a low profile as the respondent
to commission ' policy deciSions).

But it is an eminently political and dynamic

rel ationship which requires that the Manager must be constantly aware of the
ori p.ntation of the power centers in the cOnrnunfty as regards any action he might
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take.

As Dahl notes. expertise in the qualfties of leadershfp seems to be the

key to success in thfs area of publfc administration .

The current manager has

succeeded to the point that his 300 page. $200 million proposed budget was
approved by the Commission without so much as a change in one line item.

This

seems to me to be a rather spectacular achievement in terms of .interest group
satisfaction.

It speaks much more to public· administration as a political art than

as a technical ar t.
a ~linistration .

That insight is the fundamental lesson of working in public

Technical expertise may be necessary. but it is not a sufficient

condition for success in public

mana~ement.

Wi thin the local bureaucracy there are. of course. multiple points of access for
int erest groups.

The County Manager is limited as is any ch i ef executive by t he

of the bureaucracy and the various constituencies which regularly work

~i l e

through the line departments.
;,,1 5

For instance, the Building and Zon ing Department

been relatively autonomous from central control.

Only recently a televisi on

expose' concerni ng s 1i pshod cons t ructi on has forced some ti qh teni ng of code
I'nfo rr.eOlent standards (to the consternation of the building indus try).

The

l1 "hl ic Safety Department has a lso been rather independent f rom centra 1 authority.
but its activities may now be tempered as the result of an abortive probe into
rorruPtion in the local r.ourts.
any

o~her

These are ways in which publicity. more than

factor. serves to control the nefarious activities of interest groups.

(The question remains, of course. as to who controls publicity).

A~ IlIf'ntioned previously. the Cuban in-migration and the resident Black population
.re giving rise to an era of ethnic politics.

~hile county government is notably

rtevOid of latin representation. the County Commission has proclaimed Dade County
In

hr.

",I

"b·

l-cultural county."

The specific implications of this are not clear.

'llt it. i ~ certa i n tha tit was done as a forma 1 recogni t ion of the Cuban community.
The

~t -lrtrQe

eler.toral system used in choosing commissioners

~itiQates

against

-9Cuban representation.

However, there are some indications that anti-ethnic

citizens may abdicate in the face of becoming a minority.

A recent city of

Miami election turned out only 20% of the voters to elect a mayor and commission.

The established trend of immigran~ should lead to substantial political

ac tivity within the Cuban community during this

generation~

It has the

makings of a very powerful interest group.

Conclusion s
During the course of a workday, one cannot avoid confronting interest group needs .
It is not a matter of dealing with these needs in terms of this or that theory.
It is a matter of assessing the demands in terms of other demands and in terms
of one's own notion of the public good.
consc ious ·l y.

Sometimes concessions must be made quite

My experience suggests that most local elected public officials and

most public administrators are genuinely motivated to serve the "public interest."
But frequently the difficu.lties of defining that elusive quarry is not fully
appreciated until after one has become involved in the political process.

It is

easy to be a one issue candidate. but it is disarming to discover that your one
issue was really a complex of issues.
nical diffic"ulty of reSDonse time.

Finally we get back to the somewhat tech-

In many "'ays the "rules of the game" seem to

apply more to process than to pol icy.

That is, there are not sufficient widely

held beliefs to overcome the interest group dynamics on ·vital issues like land
Use, resource management. and environmental controls . .,In Crenson's words. the
on-going interest group dynamics result in "non-decisions."
t ha t government is fiddling while Rome burns.

LcSwi would Jssert

There are indications that the

public interest ~roups are enjoying some success.

locally we can point to a

bUilding moratorium ordinance and anti-pol1ution legislation.

But these things

have come late. and they have probably resulted from the widespread personal
Contact with the problems of growth and the d~terioration of the quality of life
rat her than from "alarmist" activities of the publ ie interest groups.

I suppose
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the critical question is whether or not. through education and involvement.
a majority can be developed which demands a rational public policy which has
continuity and a viable future.

Such a policy would foresee energy crises,

for instance, and would avoid them through restraint (rather than constraint).
Given human history and the various dilemmas in which we find ourselves, it seems
unlikely that we will develop such an enlightened citizenry.

Further, the

complexity of the problems may have superceded the viability of rational solutions.
Using the familia r political or socio-economic models, we can describe much of the
on-going societal behavior .

Just as theories of light range from the quantum

theory to the wa ve theory depend i ng on the ki nds of pred i ct ions one wan ts to
make, the various political theories may all be valid at one time or another.
They are not neces sar ily predictive.

I would venture that the interest group

model, with its pulling and tug9in9, its resultant procrastination, and the
seeming randomness of the f uture, is reflective of the psycholoqical problems
confronting any human be inq.

There are intrinsic uncertainties.

in one area create problems in another.

Adjustments

Philosophically speaking, my view is

agnostic . . . feeling that one cannot percieve ultimate solutions to fundamental issues.

Interest group dynamics, like any interactions, involve changes

in both subject and object, the agent of change and those who are changed.
Perhaps the simplest way to approach the problems of political dynamics is throu9h
Newton's laws of motion which would predict that inertia will perpetuate the
Present bargain ing among groups until a sufficiently powerful force results in
some signifiant change in direction.
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. COfitlEHTARV EXAMPLE
Criminal Justice Issue Realted , to Participant's
Field of Work
The criminal justice issue most closely related to mY own line of work is
alluded to 1"l an Pil9E1 11 of
ahap~er

detail in

Reduce Crime.
t

,

)

th~

curric\,Ilum staten)ent ·and described in more

4, "CQITITlunity Crime Preventian" .of " National Strategy tIo

Since my Gareer work is in the

fiel~

of public school adll!in-

istration, thEl re1!ltionship of criminal justice in which I am most
is. of course. education.
'stat~ent'~

As

Specifically. within the context of the curriculum

d;sGussipn of crimirnal justice and the Reterson Cammission's

cpmmendiltion$ tp
schools as

intereste~

~art

red~c;e

of a

r~.

crime. my '"I1jor interest i? the role of the Pliblic

~Ptal

community crime prevention effort.

Peter~on's report indicates, schools are the first public aqen~ies with

Which
th~t

mo~t

children cpme ir.to contact.

the schools serve

~s

For

thi~

reason many have proposc:d

vehicles for the solution of a

includinH the problem of crime.

ho~t

of public

prDblem~ .

The Peterson Commission is no exception to·this.

While recognizing the inereasing demands already made upon local school boards.
pr;nci~~)~ ~n~ teilFh~r~, the COIrrnissiOI) nevertheless calls ~pon school distl:ic~5

to join in finding corrertive measures to help alleviate the natirnal crime
~icture.

ACCOrding to PetersQn. s,hool~ have this obligation. in part. becausa s "~ntj-~ .
individuals come to the apention of the criminal justice systern due to the fa ct
that the educational syst~ has not met their personal needs.

This fact is

reflected by high youth unMl [l loyment rates and high dropout rate s.

This fili lu r f'

to meet the needs of some studf'nts leadinCj to their dropout situation and the

-2fact that what school1n~ they have had may not have prepared ' them to enter
any productive career field. according to the implication of the Peterson
C~isslon. h~s been a contributing factor to ev~ntlJal criminal activities.

As ar, edu ~ at.or. I fincj ",,,,self in agrePment with many of t.he p~ints concerninq
crime an:1 the failure of ~~hools to meet the needs of s~e students but I fp.!!l
that

SDmP.

qualifying points are in order and some information regarding changes

going on in public education needs to be explained.

First. schools are a microcosm of society.

The same problpms. haDes. and

realizations which exist in society as a whole also exist in schools .
have dropouts and failures just as society has them.
p~blic

forces the

Schools

Compulsory attendance

education system to take and work with all children under

the age of sixteen.

School s havp two related problems in this reqard whi ch
really doesn't.

First. society has an

in~titutiona l

~ociety

set

of

as a whole

",eans to deal with

th e prohlems of crime and lawhreaking (police. corre ctions.
, etc.).
ed~cat;on.

bUSiness of schools is
prO \ ' i .~ : r, .l

fnr this need

in t:, ,·

.I Ii e (poli ce ) exoert5.

to

C. II'

h~nrll~ l~wlessnpss

5nr i Pt y.

~.

a~ide

from

little or no thought has been given fpr
nn~al

admini s trative pr;)c edlJrO s nr call in,.

Educators are net

trai~p ,1

or fu ll y eqlJipppd

in schools. and yet. with schools beinq a microcosm of

in the larqer snciety. these

~n ~ th rr ~ r ~h lr~

Since the

problem~

are thprp.

which schnels have in this reqard is th't . thnlJqh criminal

j ll ct i.- r

~ ",", ~n "rr.t s

in

s ~ r,~," i',

.~ rr.

a s it llilt ir.n .,here a grnwinq

f atl n ~

()n ~ W ~'1

or annthpr deal ",itn all of s nciety. thp nubl i e
~:lrtio"

.

of it s clirntf'lr. aT'e

lravin 0 thr> 5YSt.f.~ to hr.r ,~rrr. a par~ of other (r.:'ivHp) syst.e-r.s .

With many, uppe:r

-3-

and middle class parents removing their children from public schools (AS much
due to social reasons as educational ones), this institution is f~st losing
that element of its population whose assistance. cooppratinn. and resources
~r~ n~cessary

to solve the other problems .

the educational institutions chiefly for the

Tn ~ WilY pllhlir. ~r.honls are becoming
disadvilnta~~~ on~ nn~r .

ber.oming increaSingly difficult for public sr.hnnl

sy<;~r:c~

t.'1 hp~r

It is

their respon-

sibilities under the overload of this lopsided clipntn1n <; i tll nt inn.

Add to that

th e fact that public schools then becorle the fncus of rri;irlsl1 for f'verythinq
from not correcting soc i ety's soci al ills to nlJtriqh t.
and it is indeed a difficult blJrden to bear .

r'>11'I C"

in f'nur.atinn,

Nevprt hn 1"<;; . snme prnaress is

bping made.

The Peterson Commission in its National Stratp..9.Z._t2, OPrlll! .!' . .!:.!:.ime book listed
two important recommendations which could hp. IInrlprtn V " "

r, y

, chonls to help

reduce crime .

The first calls upon educational institutions to "in'.lI r0 thot ev"ry child
leaving school can obtain either a job or accep tan ce to an advanced prograrl of
studies" at the time he completes his regular schoolinq.

The Dade County School

System, as many in the country , does a great deal in thi s area.

There is a

myriad of vocational programs operating in schools and such other programs as
Cooperative Business Education, Distributive Education . and Shared-Time Voca tional high schools in which students are qiven on-the-job experience and
training right along with their regular educatinn.

In the elementary grades, the school system's efforts ar" two-pronqed .

On

the one hand there is a great deal of emphasis on the d"v~lopment of basic
r~adin g and math skills .

New methods and technoloQies are bein~ tested and

-4tried including:
contracting.

teaching machines, systems approaches, and performance

Meanwhile, in addition, last year the Dade County School System

launched into a widespread elementary grades career education program.

Geared

to the needs of the young child it is meant to have 7, R, and g year olds begin
to think about the world of work.

Included in the proqram is formal study of

various bruad occupat i onal fields. the types of preliminary training needed
for them. and general emphasis on the work ethic itself.

The other recommendation made by the Peterson Commission is somewhat broader
in scope than preparation for work:
"Varied alternative educational experiences should be
provided to students who cannot benefit from classroom
instruction. School counselinq and other supportive
services should be available. There sh ould be bilingual
programs for young people who are not fluent in Enq)ish.
1here should be a quarantee of functional literacy to
every student who does not have serious emotional.
physical. or mental problems."

Th., Dade County School System, as many in the country. has been experimenting

,with alternative schools to meet the needs of exceptional or special children or
Children with learning problems.

Presently there are six special type centers

in the system in addition to the alternative school arrangements which can be
found within neilrly all ~xisting schools.

In addition. counseling staff in the

School system has nearly doubled in rcc!!nt y·~!r; while the student population
as a whcle has increased by lOr during this ~affie period.

Dade County's bilingual education program is one of the model ones in the
COUntry .

Millions of dollars are spent qUilranteeinq that all students are functlon-

ally literilte in English. while at the same time. providinq other instruction In
th .
,
elr natIve Spanish language for Latin-origin students who wish it.

-5The Peterson Commission on page 58 of the Na tio nal St~atPcy t o Reduce Crime
book points up Flint. Michigan as an examole of a sch ~" l district which opened
its schools to the community for special types of pr 0G~~S in evenings. weekends. and summertime.

Dade County. recognizin g t he bc~~fit3 f,om the Flint
U~0q ram

experiment launched two years ago in a community sr.hnci
includes mare than fifty schools.

which today

Though the stati stics en umerated in the Flint

case (decreasinq juvenile crime. fewer dropouts. f ewer cases of recidivism)
have not yet been documented in the Dade County ared. we are co nfident of
making

so~

of the same progress which Flint.

Perhaps the most successful Dade County School
exists is the Officer Friend1" Proqram .

Th1S

from the Sears Foundation. has 6 full-time
tary classroom in the District.

o n~

The goals 0:

in students a feel inq of Ilnder:itdndinq and

crl~e

prp "an t1 on program which

" ,iting each e1emen,

,cr'
t~~ : ;- r.r.:~,"

re~DP,: " ' "r

This program in Dade (C'wnty has heen immenselv

In conclusion. I would agree that the schoo1o cf

:;,l(llmentation of

~ rOd :

do feel. however , that an emoathy for the probl",-, <;
as<;j<;tance where needed and a recoqnition of p1arec

1~,

~he

:~, e

G~ ~,,,~ l
~~ n- ~

dn increase in

vf concentrated work

A~~ri e a.

a r:l1e to play with the ccmmunity at larg e

nece<<;ary co-r equisites .

,r,1 his role in society .

c h ; :~ r ~1 s"n~

Also . in

Jointly to build

:rr r 1rceot of law dnd

(r'-,,:r

by the police we have been able to see a reduction in

h~ve

,co

'.I.C"2;~ , j

results in the form of dttitude surveys taker. by

do

.-,' ; · Hed with funding

~~C.S'''-·

to build d feeling cf trust In (hi1dren for the : ,11

trust and respect for loW dnd policemen.

exoerienced.

~ ichi~ d ~

case s of juvenile crime.

as other institutions.
prevention of crime .
ie schools along with
proaress is made are
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COMMENTARY EXAMPLE

National Security Problem Least LikelY to Endure (Part II)

The national security problems discussed in the curriculum statement all appear
to be rather serious ,
most difficult.

The choice of which one seems least .l ike1y to endure was

However. after

readin~

4nd thinkinq about all of them consid-

erably. my selection of the one for which there is the most hope to resolve is
4escribed on page 24.

It has to do with the onset of economic warfare waged in

peacetime.

According to DeWitt C. Armstrong III. the scope of economic warfare has qrown
so that it is now possible for any group of nations to do economic harm to
through the exercise of its economic resource prerogatives.
Ar~b

other~

The example of

manipulation of oil supplies is used as a case in point to illustrate a

recent case of where one group of nations actually did siqnificant economic
damage to others.

Of the problems discussed in the curriculum statement I feel that this is the
least serious.

Nations have always exercised their economic powers in their

own self interest.

It is one of the primary rules for survival and the gainil1q

of national wealth . and power .

What we do have at this time. however. which has

not existed before. is the flexing of economic muscle power by nations which
traditionally have been the have-nots.

In a sense. the Arab manipulation of its oil resources to serve its own interests
may be a welcome sign.

It heralds an era of the diffusion of power from just the

two or three super powers to other nations which formerly were dependent upon the
gOOdWill of the great powers to watch out for their interests .

The reason that

-2I say this might be a good thing is that, if nations can assess their economic
resources on the international marketplace with resultant negotiations and gains
can be made by previous have-not nations in this manner, there might be less of
a tendency to u~e violent means for oppressed' people to gain those thing's which
the affluent nations have made them aware of but have not provided.

If one e)(amines this
particular "problem" in the historical perspective of
,
nations of the world it does not seem serious.
on

dis~overy

The nations of Europe embarked

and exploration voyages to serve their own economic interests.

Nations of the western

h~misphere

to build up their economies.

raided Africa's manpower using them as slaves

The entire mercantilist concept of colonialism put

in to practice by the 17th - 19th century nations of Europe was to provide the
m.other country wi 1;h resources wh i ch woul d improve her economi c conditi on.

What we have happening now in the latter quarter of the twentieth century is a
comin9 of age of
a growing

~ny

re~lization

of the 'lesser-developed countries of the world.

There is

on their part of the way that these other nations become

so powerful. and influential - through the exercise of economic prerogatives.

Since

this manipulation of economic resources is working for these new nations, there is,
in effect, a shifting or balancing of some of the world's power.
~videnced

This is

by the fact that once the United States realized that the Arab could,

in fact, influence this nation's economic well being, there were immediate negotiations set up in which some trade-offs were made to these nations in return
for an easing of the oil embargo.

The evidence that these negotiations were

successful can now be found in the fact that the oil crisis in this country is
not as severe

a~

it was 'five months ago.

higher prices for gasoline as one example.

However, it has happened at a cost,

NOVA UNIVERSITY GRADUATE PROGRAM IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
COHMENTARY EXAMPLE
Reactions to Series of Questions

The curriculum statement by DeWitt C. Armstrong III contains a qreat many
questions in several series.

To focus attention and complete the assignment

within a reasonable time period, selected series of questions which I found

to be most importilnt were selected for reaction and response.
Criminal Justice
~

~-

On page three in discussing the context of the criminal justice field the
qyes~ion

is asked of what

wo~ld

happen if many came to lack confidence on the

system's proclivity to treat us all fairly and equally.

It is my feeling that

this is a most important question because, though the system is supposed to do
that, many (especially the poor) who have come into contact with the criminal
justice system realize that this just isn't so.

The amount of money one has

for defense and the ability hlS attorney has to bargain for pleas and negotiate
with prosecutors all top often
sy~tem

se~arates

those who are treated equal by the

from those whQ are treated "more equa 1".

I believe that the hypothetical query contained in the original question is not
really hypothetical nor untrue.
unfair and discriminatory.

Many do believe that the system is inherentl y

A great deal must be done to solve this problem

and bring about more equity in the criminal justice system.

The first step

toward resolution of this prOblem, however, is to recognize that it exists.

On page 11 of the curriculum statement is a series of questions about the strength
of federal leadership being great enough to energize the states to produce stron g
$ystems and whether or not. in view of urban crime rates, metropolitan authori t i es

-2are sufficiently engaged.

I believe that the federal leadership is there and

that the state commitment is growing stronger.

What must be done is to find a

way to bring about unity of objectives and action rather than counterproductive
vying for control and credit which exists among the various branches of government.

One problem that ex ists in urban areas is that a myriad of municipal. county.
and state police departments get lost in the overlappinq domains which exist and
at times tend to lose sight of the real objective as they insure that territorial
claims and prero 9 atives are not violated by neighboring enforcement agencies.

I

believe all police forces in a state should be managed under a single operation
with no more than regional offices.

Municipalities should financially contri-

bute to a more effective area-wide enforcement agency rather than maintain
their own.

I feel that the same proposal in the Courts volume which suggests

unifying all state courts is also worthy of adoption.

The two future possibilities referred to on page 12 of having less violent crimes
committed because of enlightened social commitment to improve the quality of life
I

or having more lawlessness and violence sweep us up because of more powerful
unknown tendencies is not really an either/or situation.

We live in such mixed-

up times that I believe both trends. with their underlying causes. will concurrently continue to increase.

As to which will win out in the end. there isn't

enough information about society at this point for us to know.

r!!tiona 1 Securi tv
In the area of national security. Armstrong on page 23 asks whether or not the
United States practice of

eva1~ating

virtues of non-involvement vs. the risks

of involvement each time there are regional conflicts is a wise practice.

A

-3/

few years ago I may have questioned that practice.

From an isolationist point

of view it is easier to take a "let everybody mfnd his own busfness" approach.
However, the world today is so fnterdependent (economically, politically, etc.)
that it really is just not possible to protect our own interests by ignoring
the problems of others.

Also, with so many nations now having the possibility

of the use of nuclear weapons (note India in the news recently) it would, indeed,
be gambling with the world's security for a nation as large and powerful as ours
not to very closely weigh the sides of each international troublespot and try to
help alleviate the problems peacefully.

The series of questions on page 25 gets right to the heart of a matter which has
troubled me greatly in recent months.

That is that the feeling of political

disintegration which we have openly conveyed to the world's press recently may
come back to haunt us.
;, f

Among nations that don't enjoy our democratic traditions

free and open speech there may be a tendency to interpret the present degre-

dation which we are heaping on our chief executive as the beginning of a highly
politically unstable situation in our country.

It is my feeling that we have

begun to experience some.of this already as evidenced by the recent and sudden
lack of Soviet cooperation in the arms limitation talks and in the problems of
achieving a Syrian-Israeli ceasefire.

It may be that through this loss of cred-

ibility we are paying the price of demanding morality in the highest levels of
1J0vernment.

L~ter

series of questions in the curriculum statement bring up another and final

point which I wish to discuss:
foreign affairs.

the future role of the American Presidency in

Many people in recent years, myself included, have felt that

the Presidency, especially under Richard Nixon. has taken more than its rightful
,
Share of constitutional powers. This can be due to many reasons--the times.

-'
the man, the mood of the country.

-4Hawver, since the dawning of Watergate

new mood has swept the American Congress.

I

No longer satisfied with its former

relegation to stepchild status in the nation's political processes, the Congress
is beginning to show signs of power, the likes of which have not been seen in
many decades.

A concern that I have now is that the pendulum may swing too far the other way.
In most countries. especially those having parliamentary systems, a nation's
chief executive is a rather powerful and important post.

It may happen that

as a part of the balancing process, that will occur between our chief executive
and our national legislature. the office of the President will decrease in its
position of relative power and influence.

As this happens, and governments

attempt to realistically assess the power situation of the United States from
their frames of reference. it could have some detrimental effects on our national
security status,

In conclusion. let me say that I found the reading this month in the curriculum
statement and the required reading from books and articles to be most interesting
and provocative.

The issues related to criminal justice and national security

were well explicated.

APPENDIX B
CASE PROBLEM EXAMPLE
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CASE PROBLEM EXAMPLE

"The New Manager Wants To Shoot Santa C1aus"

David Graham. the young. new Wessex County manager. didn't rea11y want to shoot
Santa Claus.

At least that wasn't the way he saw the issue.

However. that was

apparently the way many county employees viewed his comments at last week's
staff meeting.

He had voiced his concern regarding the acceptance of Christmas

presents by the staff and the holding of Christmas parties in county office
buildings.

It looked like he may be off to a bad start in his new job--for which

he had had such high hopes.

In considering
this question. he recognized that
.
, it

could not be separated from the broader issues of county traditions and practices.
the differing concept of the manager post. of the interfaces of the personalities
and roles in the leading county office.

Wessex County is a large suburban jurisdiction.

Before

I~orld

War II it was pre-

dominantly rural.

5ince then. it had grown rapidly to a population of over three

hundred thousand.

Wessex is in several respects. an amalgam of contrasts.

Despite urbanization. over half of the area of the county remains open countryside.
The picture is one of rapid suburban growth. housing development. shopping centers.
and industry parks spread out from the neighboring central city of engulf farms.
country estates and olde.' rural cOl1lT1unities which have long served as identifying
centers for sections of the county.

Like many suburban jurisdictions. the county

was slow to face the need for new roads. water and sewer lines. schools. libraries.
parks and recreational facilities, and other public amenities required by this
rapid transformation.

But for more than a decade the county had been engaged in

an effort to catch up--by means of capital improvement exceeding fifty million
dollars per year.

-2The population of Wessex is likewise a mixture.
nostalgia for the county the way it

was

MlnY older residents maintain

some unspecified time in the past.

'\any newcomers want to keep it in the present form.

Others. recognizing the

l.ucrative opportunities presented by rapid develOlJllent have promoted growth.

Wessex County government reflects this blend.

A decade earlier a new charter

had been adopted as the culmination of reform efforts which had the self-serving
,. c,tjoperation of the entrenched political leadership.

The new charter provided for

a seven-member council elected at large. a full-time. elective County Executive
and an appointed Manager.
the County.

The Manager is responsible for the administration of

By law. he selects (with the approval of the County Executive) and

directs most of the department heads; he prepares and supervises the implementation of the budget; and he is responsible for the general standards and supervision of all County employees.

The major aspects of county governance not

subject to his control are the Department of Education. the Office of the
Assessor. Zoning and the Office of Law.

The Charter thus reflects an effort to

reconcile the administrative values of council-manager and strong mayor forms of
"government yet preservi ng from reform control those perqui sites of government from
which the county politicos had long benefited and did not relish 'relinquishing
to reform machinery.

David Graham was only the second person to hold the post of County Manager.
His professicnal city management background contrasted strikingly with that of
his predecessor. William Hall. a local boy who had worked his way up the ranks and
b

had been promoted from the post of Budget Director when the charter had been
adOPted ten years earlier .

Although not a college graduate. and without pro-

feSSional ties. he had a detailed knowledge of Wessex County administration-but lacked a broad grasp of the overall iss'ues which a rapidly growing local

-3government generated.

However, he had the personal charm and had an ability

to relate to various political factions.

(He advised Graham to contribute to

each of the political candidate's campaign funds.)

When David Graham had been interviewed for the managership several weeks
earlier. he had been very favorably impressed with the personality of the
County Executive, Carl Palmer.

Palmer appeared to have a broad interest in

the county problems, a real concern for improving services, and an appreciation
of Graham's education (B.A. Wesleyan, M. P.A. Syracuse) and previous city management experience .

He also possessed a charming manner which some persons

described as "sweetness".
earlier .

Carl Palmer had been elected to the post three years

He was a first qeneration American who had returned from World War II.

attended the local law school at niqht, run unsuccessfully for a county-wide
post. and then won the minority party's nomination for county executive.

The

majority party split wide open in the September primary and the incumbent Executive had lost t.o U,e what was locally called the "Old Guard " .

The losinq side

then supported Palmer in the general election (having been assured that the
political appointees. including several department heads, would be retained).
Palmer's tenure had not been tranquil; he failed in his efforts to start an
urban renewal project and he was frustrated in almost all his other efforts by
the council which was controlled 6-to-l by the other party--two of whom had
already announced their candidacy for Executive in next fall's election.

Graham

had already found that it was difficult to avoid being cauQht in the crossfire
between the two institutions.

The council appeared to view Graham as the "Exec-

utive's man"; and the Executive suspected any efforts Graham ma~es to keep
Council members informed.

-4Graham had accapted the offer of the mlnager's post and had been confirmed
for the office early in November.

He looked forward to working with the moderate,

energetic County Executive who was already attracting favorable state-wide attention.

Within several days. Graham found that the situation was somewhat different

from his initial impressions.
Palmer soon told Graham that he intended to run for governor (he would rather
lose a gubernatorial

race than a county executive one).

had limited remaining interest in county affairs.

Consequently. Palmer

Graham was told to handle

administration of the county and make the minimum demands on Palmer's time and
jud~ement.

(In effect, Graham was told to administer the county with the least

possihle "rocking of the boat" . )
Graham also began to have second thoughts regarding the depth of Palmer's
appreciation of governmental issues and professional administrative expertise.
For example. Palmer had superficially dismissed Graham's efforts to discuss a
proposal for sub-county offices, the need for a local open-housin'l leqislation,
and the desirability of relinquishing county control of sewer development to a
proposed metropolitan-wide sewer authority.

In this and other ways Palmer didn't

appear t o appreciate Graham's professional judgment.

This was confirmed when

Palmer objected to Graham's plans to attend a forthcoming professional association meeting.

Graham was also surprised to be asked to subsitute for Palmer as

a speaker at a meeting which was essentially political.

It was evident that

there was a difference of opinion between Palmer and Graham with regard to the
conception of the manager role--whether as a political deputy or a professional
associate.
result.

And the interface between them was already becoming strained as a

Juding by Palmer's cOnlTlents regardin.q county department heads. Graham

began to wonder if Palmer valued personal loyalty more

than professional expertise.

-5Graham had resolved when he first took office to. go slow in proposing any
changes.

He had been advised by one of his city manager colleagues, "Remember

the importance of staying in office to battle
Choose your issues carefully".

to accomp1 ish any of your goals.

However, with the approach of the Christmas

season, he was concerned with the reported prevalence and obvious nature of
Christmas gift-giving.

Most of those doing substantial business with the county

(suppliers, contractors, construction companies, engineering firms, etc) by longstanding custom, delivered presents to the leading officials with whom they de1t.
Graham learned that not only were presents sent to homes, but many were delivered
directly to public offices.

Many firms delivered cases of liquor and other sub-

stantial gifts to the principal county offices (e.g. Purchasing, Planning. Public
Works, Licenses and Inspection).

Some of these presents provided the basis for

office parties which began the morning of Christmas Eve and continued throughout
the day.

Several of the parties adjourned in mid-afternoon to various clubs and

restaurants in the county where the employees, politicians, and other well-wishers
made the rounds visiting and exchanging season's well wishes.
During an early December staff meeting, the County Manager raised the question
of whether

the observation of the gift-giving and office partying might give a

poor impression to some of the citizens who were transacting business in the
county at the time these presents were distributed or when parties were going on
at the county premises.

He raised with the department heads a question as to

whether a new policy should be considered, one in which no presents would be
rrceived in county offices and no office parties held on county premises.

He

suggested that perhaps the county office building should be closed at noon on
Christmas Eve so that the various offices of the county could schedule Christmas
parties at various points off the county premises.

No decision was made at the

staff meeting, but the matter was to be considered again at the next meeting.

-6During th~ week befor~ the meeting, Graham heard from several sources,
that many of the department helds were disgruntled with the proposed policy
despite the fact that they had raised no protest at the staff meeting.
the reported COrmlents:

Among

"But we have a lways received Chri s tmas presents".

"Private businessmen receive presents, why can't we?"

"Nobody expects to

influence our judgment". "It would be embarrassing to return the presents".
"What the hell is bugging him". "What does he want to do. shoot Santa Claus."
The professional Planning Director had reportedly cOrmlented. "Let's see if
the young manager can carry thi s off."
While the County Mar.ager had anticipated some opposition at the coming
staff meeting he had not anticipated what would occur.

He had not anticipated

ttoat his Administrative Assistant (a local lawyer who had been selected by
Palmer two years previously) would come into his office only a few minutes
before the staff meeting to inform him that the County Executive's instructions
were that the proposal for a Christmas present policy was to be dropped.

The

Assistant said that thr· County Executive was offended that the proposed new
pol icy had even been considered without being previously discussed with him .
It was reported that in the dis(.ussion of the issue. the County Executive had
conmented that. "If anybody think5 that I can be bought with a case of liquor-- . "
In reflecting. the County Manager realized his position was somewhat
precarious .

His options appeared limited.

He had been appointed only the

previ ous month and he had not yet developed a strong network of acquaintances
within the county to defp.nd his position.

He also suspected that the County

Executive's assessment of the County Manager. Graham. was of one whose understanding was politically naive.
After his Administrative Assistant left his office. Graham attempted to
call the County Executive--but found that he was not available.

He had to

make a decision before the staff meeting convened in a few minutes.

To go

-7ahead and propose his new policy regarding gifts and parties as he had initially
intended. might permanently estrange him from Palmer and other county officials.
Was this the issue to choose to "go down with colors flying"?
to drop it altogether might denote weakness.

On the other hand.

He was aware that there would be

serious consequences not only illll1ediately but in the l ong r,ange, whichever stand
he adopted.

His options appeared limited; he wondered if there was any way he

could avoid scuttling his concern completely--or was the issue already closed
and the damage already done.
needed to consider?

Was this question part of a broader problem he

He was still pondering his dilemma as he walked into the

staff meeting and exchanged pleasantries with the department heads.
How important was it to preserve his image as the effective head of
administration of the county?

APPENDIX C

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

GLOSSARY OF

TERMS

ANALYSIS &DECISION MAKING MODULES. Analysis and Decision-Making I includes
the case problem. first JAR and first Workshop. Analysis and Decision-Making II
includes the second JAR and the second Workshop • .
CASE PROBLEM. A problem-case. as the term is used in this program. is the
description of a situation which was (or is) judged to require remedial action
by one or more public officials or administrators.
CLUSTER. A group of participants who commence the program at a given location
and continue to meet together through the sequences of the program.
CLUSTER DIRECTOR. In charge of cluster arrangments and communications with the
Nova GPPA office. and has an educational role with the Preceptor in course conferences.
COMMENTARY. A paper of 8- 15 pages prepared regularly by each participants. and
submitted one week in advance of each course conference, presenting the participants'
thoughtful reaction to the unit curriculum.
COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT. A written examination used to evaluate the participant's
educational achievement during the course given at the conclusion of Sequence Six
to all candidates, DPA as well as MPA.
COURSE CONFERENCE. A two-day meeting of participants, the preceptor and the
cluster director during which the subject of the unit is studied intenSively.
CURRICULUM STATEMENT. The introductory essay for each sequenc~/unit prepared by
who may also be a Preceptor or Staff member.

a specialist
DIRECTOR.
quarters.

The Director of the Graduate Program in Public Administration at Head-

ASSESSMENT . An examination following Sequence 9 and including defense of
the-second job-related analytical report (JAR).

~lN A L

NATIONAL WORKSHOPS. A meeting of participants from all clusters for intensive
study. Workshops are held in Fort Lauderdale several times each year. The
·participants ~ho attend should normally have completed at least two or more
sequences' work plus JAR requirements. DPA candidates attend for ten days, MPA
candidates for 'ive . DPA final examinations are also held at this time.
~~R.

A Job-related Analytical Report (JAR) is the analysis of a significant
unresolved problem of a programmatic or operational character which on the basis
of careful examination of relevant data (1) defines the problem accurately,
(2) postulates the goal or goals to be sought. (3) evaluates alternative solutions
in terms of time and resource costs and benefits. (4) proposes a course (or
courses) of action, including a schedule and budget. and (5) outlines procedures
and criteria for evaluating results at stipulated future times in the light of the
postulated goals. MPA participants will complete one JAR: DPA candidates two.
PARTICIPANT. A person enrolled in the Nova Graduate Program in Public Administration -- a member of a cluster.

APPENDIX D
PERSONALITIES IN THE PROGRAM
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CLUSTER DIRECTORS
Philip w. Barnes, M.A. (North Texas) Ph.D.
(Texas It Aust1n) Public Management Consultant. Formerly Executive Director of .
Texas Advisory Commission on intergovernmental Relations. Also active in areas of
policy research in regional planning and
management, public finance, constitutional
revision, ana housing and community development. Cluster Director, Texas .
Donald Jackson, M.A., Ph.D . (Oklahoma) Chief,
Programs Management Office, U.S. Army Missile
Research , Develooment and Engineering Laboratory, u. S. Army Mi ss i I e Command. AI so Adjunct
Associate Professor of Administrative Science,
University of Alabama in Huntsville. Formerly
Chief, Management Analysis Division, Management
Systems Office, Ballistic Missile Defense
Systems Command. Cluster Director, Alabama.
George James, Ph.D. (Georgia) Director, Bureau
of COllll1unity Service, Wisconsin Dept. of Local
Affairs and Development, Madison, Wisconsin.
Formerly Acting Director, Division Administrator
and Acting Director, Bureau of Local and Regi onal
Planning. Assistant Professor, Institute of
Government , and Associate, Institute of Community and Area Development, University of Georgia;
Town Manager, Town of Canton,. North Carolina.
Cluster Director, Wisconsin/ill.
Robert S. /~andelstam, M.A. (U.S. National War
Collo ge) SenIor Associate, KermIt Roosevelt
and Associates. Formerly Vice President,
Res ources Development and Analysis Corporation
(RDAC); Director of Special Projects, Office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, international Security Affairs (OASD-ISA) Cluster
Director, Virginia.

Bernard Rashis, M.S. (So. Calif.) DPA
(6eorge Wash,ngton) Systems Analyst, Dept. of
A~. Orlinda, Fla. Formerly Manager,
.
Advanced Programs Laboratory, Emerson Electr1c
Company; Aerospace Research Engineer, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Va.
Cluster Director, Central Florida . '
Herb F. Reinhard, M.S. (F.S.U) Ed. D. (Indiana:
Director of Research and Training and Head
of College and University Affiliations Sectior.,
Div. of Retardation, Dept. of Health and
Rehabilitation Service, State of Fla. Formerl :.
Assistant Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
and Dean of Students, University of Tennessee
at Martin. Cluster Director, No. Fla.
Frank Render, M.S. (Syracuse) Chairman EEO
Study Group,Commission on Federal paperwurk.
Formerly Executive Director, National Association of Minority Consultant5 and Urbanologists; Executive Director, Human Rights
Commission of Syracuse and Onondaga County,
New York State; Deputy Assistant Secretary
of Defense for Equal Opportunity, Dept. of
Defense; President, Economic Growth Systems,
inc" Washington, D.C. Cluster Director,
Washington, D.C.
Oouglas Yoder, DPA (Nova) Assistant Director,
Graduate Program in Public Administration,
Nova University; Formerly Administrative
ASSistant, Dade County Manager's Office,
Miami, Fla.; Administrative Officer, Citizer.
information Service and Program Analyst,
Dade County. Cluster Director, So. Fla.

Kent Math ewson, M. S. (Syracuse) President of
the Metropolitan Fund, Inc. Formerly City
Manager and Assistant Manager of five U.S.
East and lIest Coast cities. Cluster Director,
Michigan.
~hom~s

A. Mills, M. A., rh.D. (Pennsylvania)

~rofessor at Temple University and Ryder

College, Consulting work for several state
and federal .agencies. Formerly Chief Deputy
Court AdmInIstrator for '~nagement Services,
Common Pleas and Municipal Courts of Philadelphia . . Formerly Deputy Hanagins Director
of the CIty of Philadelphid; Operations
Review Director, Office of Managing DirKtor , City of Philadelphia, Administrative
S(rvice ~ Of ficer, Dept. of Public Property,
llty of PhIladelphIa. Cluster Director
Pennsyl vdn i d.

•

j

PRECEPTORS
!o1ce Appel, M.S. (Columbia), Consultant
in Organizational Developrr,ent in the public
and private sectors. Formerly in charge
of corporate management and training for
Eastern Airlines .
DeWitt C. Armstrong, II~, M.P.A.,Ph . D.
(Princeton) Brigadier General, U.S. Army
(Retired). Formerly (first) military officer
assigned as a Member of Policy and Planning
Council, Department of State; and member of
Policy Planning Staff, Department of Defense.
Numerous commands in Europe, Asia and the US.
Charles S. Ascher , L.l . B. (Columbia) ·RepresentitTve. U. N. for Non-government organizations in Official Consultive Status with
ECOSOC; International Federation for Housing
and Planning Society, Eastern Regional Organization for Public Administration; International
Centre for local Credit; Member Community
Planning Board, West Manhattan. Formerly,
Consultant on Program Planning, Director
General, WHO; President ASPA.
Don.?_~ Dc . Barry, M.A., Ph.D. (Syracuse) Professor of Political Science , lehigh University.
Formerly Tt'avel Fellow to U. S. S.R., InterUnion Commission on Travel Grants; Research
Fello~ . Russian Research Center, Harvard Univ .

Tholl:,1.' Baynes, J.D . (Emory) l.l .M. (Yale).
Assoc iate Professor of law and Public Admin'i st ration. Nova University law Center, and GPPA,
Judicial Fellow. Supreme Court of the United
States (1976-1977) . Formerly Regional Director,
National Center for State Courts, Georgia.
Norman Beckman, M.A . (Syracuse) , Ph . D.
\Columbia). Acting Director of the Congressional Research Service of the library of
Congress . Formerly, Deputy Director of the
Congre ssional Research Servi~e and Chief of
Government and General Research Division.
Uirector of Urban Program Coordination and
Ur ban Management Assistance Administration in
HUD. Published numerous articles in the field
of urban development and public administration.
R.i..t!'..a!LM . Berry , M.A. (George Washington)
Study Director, Universities and Non-profit
Institut ions Study Group, National Sc ience
Foundation. Formerly U.S. Offic~ of Education,
Acting Director of the Div i sion of Statistical
Information and Studies.

s

Ernest C. Betts, Jr. , Principal Associate,
ExecutIve Management Services, Inc., Formerly
Assistant Secretary for Administration, U.S.
Treasury Dept. ; Director of Budget and Deputy
Director of Personnel for Management, Dept. of
State; Director of Personnel and Assistant to
the Secretary of Agr i culture, U. S. Dept. of
Agri cu 1ture .
Merrill J . Collett, M.S. (Syracuse) President
of Executive Management Services, Inc.,
Virginia, consulting work with Federal, State,
and local government . Consultant to the
Advisory Commission on Inter-Governmental
Relations. Formerl y Chairman of Board , Collett
and Clapp, Inc, con sultant to federal, state,
local and foreign governments .
Roy W. Crawley, M.A. (George Washington )
Execut1ve Dlrector. National Academy of Public
Administration. Formerly Director of Administration, General Services Administration, Senior
Staff Member, Advanced Study Program, The
Brookings Institutions .
John T. Dempsey, M.A. (Detroit) Ph.D. (Michigan)
Director, Department of Social Service, State
of Michigan. Formerly, Director, Department of
Management and Budget and Bureau of Programs
and Budget , Executive Office , State of Michigan ;
Governor's Special Assistant for Urban Affairs
and Director of the Governor ' s Detroit Of fice;
Professor, Political Science, University of
Michigan; and Staff Member, U.S. Senators
Robert Griffin of Michigan and Thomas C. Hennin~ ~
of Mi ssouri .

E~~M~~~~S:M;~.P . A., Ph.D. (Cornell)
of Public Administration,
Cornell University. Also Director of the
Education for Public Management Programs at
Cornell . Formerly Trainin g Director, District
of Columbia Government. Author of Economic
Advice and Presirtential leadership.---~

Edward Fuller, M.S . (Central Missouri), Ph.D.
{Wyoming} Private practice in psychology,
consultant to management. Formerly, Research
Specialist, Northwest Regional Educational
laboratory . Assistant Professor of Counselor
Education, Oregon State University.

•

PRECEPTORS
Harvey C. Mansfie~, M.A. (Cornell) Ph.D.
rCol umbi aT Professor of Government.
Columbia Universi ty. Formerly Professor,
Yale Univer sity. Chairman. Dept. of
Political Science, Ohio State University
and faculty memher, Stanford University;
Managing Editor, American Political Science
Review, Consultant to President' s Committee
onAdminist"ative Management; Executive
Director, Connecticut Commission on State
Government Organization; Office of Price
Admlnistrati on, 1942-1947, Administrative
Officer, Price Executive and OPA Historian.
Kent Mathewson, M.S. (Syracuse) President
of-the .Metr'o-pol i tan Fund, Inc. Formerly
City Manager and Assistant of five U.S.
ci ties.

All~n

A. Morrow. MPA (Pittsburgh) Instructor,

.

~a uate School of Public and International Affa1rs,
major emphasis Group Dynamics and Organizatio~.

Formerly Instructor and Acting Director. Inst1tute
of Training and Development. GSPIA.
Harold Orlans. Ph.D. (Yale) Senior Research.Associate. NatlOnal Academy of Public Administrat10n
Foundation. Formerly Senior Fello~. Governmental
Studies Program , Brookings Institution; Visiting
Associate, Program on Technology and Society,
Harvard University; Consultant. Research and
Technical Program Sub-committee, Committee on
Government Operations, U.S. House of ReDresentative~
staff member, White House Conference on Children
and Youth; and National Foundation.

Emmette S. Redford, Ph.D. (Harvard) Professor,
Univers i ty of Texas, Formerly Ashbel Smi th Profess or.
Albert A. Mavrinac. M.A. (Pittsburgh) Ph.D. University of Texas at Austin; Assistant Adminis(Harvard) Professor of Government and
trator for Rationing, Office of Price Administrati on:
Chairm,n of the History and Government
Author of Administration of National Economic
Department, Colby College. Maine. Formerly Controls; The Regulatory Process; Public Adminisfaculty member at University of Pittsburgh, tration and Policy Formulation.
Wellesley College and Harvard University;
Chairman of Senator Muskie's re-election
Richard L. Seggel, M.A. (Princeton) Senior Staff
campaign conTllittee. 1970; Professor.
Officer, Institute of Medicine, National Academy
facul ties of Law of the Universities of
of Sciences. Washington, D.C. Formerly Associate
Renne, and Montpellier, France; Advisor
Director for Administration and Executive Officer ,
to Egyptian Government for Ford Foundation N.I.H .• Department of H.E.W.; Deputy Assistant
and In.ti tute of Public Administration.
Secretary (Acting Assistant Secretary for Health).
Policy Implementation, Dept . of H.E.W.
~1'ul ' e D. McDowell, M.C.P. (Georgia Tech.)
I'''. D'. rtll1lerlCan' 'U n i vers i ty) Sen i or Ana lys t. O. Glenn Stahl, M.A. (Wisconsin), Ph.D. (N.Y .U.)
Acvisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Currently engaged in writing, lecturing and
Relat ions. Formerly Director, Regional
consulting. Formerly Director , Bureau of Policies
Management Information Service, Assistant
and Standards. USCSC; personnel officer, TVA; and
Director of Regional Planning, Director
Director of Personn el Federal Secu r ity Agency. Also
. of Program Coordination, Metropolitan
active in consulting and training with state and
Washington Council of Governments. Author
local government . six foreign countries, under the
and editor On Wedges and Corridors. A Genauspices of Un,USAID, and Ford Foundations. Author
eral Plan for 110ntgomery and Prince George of Public Personnel Administration and The Personnel
Counties, Maryland; Impact of Federal Urban Job of Government Managers plus over 50 articles - ..
Developmen~Pr o~ams on Loral Government
and pamphlets.
Qr~.ization and Plann~.
James L. Sundguist, M.A. (Syracuse) Sen·ior Fellow,
~,al11_e~ .M. Mitchell, M.A. (George Washington)
The Brook1ngs Institution. Formerly Deputy under
Sen ior Staff Associate, Brookings InstiSecretary of Agriculture; Administrative Assistant
tution . Formerly Director of the Advanced
U.S . Senate; Assistant Secretary to the Governor ,
Study Program of the Brookings Institution, State of New York. Author of Dynamics of the Par'!'y.
Associate Director of the National Science SY5temj On Fighting Poverty, Perspectives from
Foundation and Deputy Assistant Secretary
~eriente; Making Federalism Work: A Study of
of Defense.
Program Coordination at the Community Level;
Politics and Policy: The Eisenhower, Kennedy and
Johnson Years. and Dispersing Population: What
Amer1ca Can Learn from Europe.

•
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PRECEPTORS

Eldon E. SWjezy, M.A . (American) Senior
AssocIate, nstitute of Public Administration. Formerly Executive Director,
Management Counsel, Maryland Planning
Consultant, U.S. Navy; Management Officer
in U.S. Army; Chief, Management Plans and
Analysis Office, Diamond Ordinance Fuze
Laboratories, U.S . Department of the Army.
Morton J. Tenzer, M.A. (Yale) Director,
Institute of Urban Research and Director
of the MPA Program. University of Connecticut. Formerly Assistant Dean. ~randeis
University, Associate Director, Executive
Seminar Center, U.S. Civil Service Commission,
Kings Point, New York.
Milton Turen, B.A . :Chicago) Consultant,
Institute of Medicine, National Academy
of Sciences. Formerly Assistant Division
Chief, Health and Medical Affairs, Assistant Chief, Social Security and Welfare
Btanch, Assistant Chief, Labor and Manpower
Branch, Budget Examiner, Labor Department
Programs, Bureau of the Budget (OMB).
John M. Urie, M.S . (Denver) Director of
ITna'nce, City of Kansas City , Missouri.
Forollerly, Finance Director, City of
Phoeni x; Assistant City Manager . City of
Tucson ; Consultant. Public Administration
Serv' re . Member MFOA Executive Board and
Past Pre', ident MFOA .
David I~ . Walker, M.A. (Boston) Ph.D . (Brown)
Ass (s't" ntlJ1 rec tor for I nte r governmen ta 1
Structure and Functions , Advisory Commission
on Intergovernmental Relations. Formerly
Staff Director, U.S . Senate Subcommittee on
Intergovernmental Relations; Faculty member,
Boston University, Bowdoin College, University of Maine, Howard University, and Northweste, n UniverSity. Author of Politics and
Ethn.Q.c~.!'.t.!:ic ism: The Case of the FrancokJericans
--. - .
William E. Warne, Dr. of Economics (Yonsei
Univ-e-rsTty, Seoul) L.l.D. (Seoul National
University) Consultant and Chairman of the
Standing Committee on Environmental and
Resource flanagement of the National Academy
of Publ ic Administration and a Director of
the National Water Su~ply Improvement Association. Formerly Assistant Secrttary of the
Interior for Water and Power, Director of
the California State Department of Fish
and Game. and Director of the Department
of Agriculture and Water Resources. Author
of The
Bureau of Reclamation- .
. _. --

s

Orion F. White, Ph.D. (Indiana) Associate Professor
and Director of Graduate Studies, Department of
Political Science, University of North Carolina.
Formerly Assistant Professor and Associate Pro~
fessor of Government, University of Texas. JOInt
author Politics and the Post-Welfare States;
What Manned Space Program After Reaching the Moon;
and Rush County Indiana: Voting in General
Elections, 1890-1965.
Forest T. Witsman, M.A., Ph.D. (Purdue) Management
Services Director, City of Savannah . Formerly
Management Analysis Director and Research and
Budget Senior Managemellt Analyst, City of Savannah;
Assistant Professor of Political Science, Augusta
College.
Douglas Yoder, DPA (Nova) Assistant Director,
Graduate Program in Public Administration, Nova
University; Formerly Administrative Assistant,
Dade County Manager's Office, Miami, Florida;
Administrative Officer, Citizen Information
Service and Program Analyst, Dade County. Cluster
Director, South Florida.
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